
































































































































































































Volume II Manual October 1973
SRB Water Impact SPACE SHUTTLE
Monte Carlo SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER











This report is submitted in three volumes to the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, Marshall Space Flight Center,
in partial fulfillment of the requirements of Contract NAS8-
29622.
The objective of this contractual effort has been to define per-
formance requirements, preliminary designs, and development
program plans for an airborne recovery system for the Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster, with minimum total program costs
being the primary selection criterion.
Volume I, entitled Technical Report, Space Shuttle Solid Rocket
Booster Recovery System Definition, contains the results of all
analyses performed during the study term to define the performance
requirements, preliminary designs, and development program plans
for the SRB Recovery Subsystem.
Volumes II and III contain user's instructions for two computer
programs developed in support of the contract technical studies.
Volume II is entitled Solid Rocket Booster Water Impact Monte
Carlo Computer Program and Volume III is entitled Solid Rocket
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SUMMARY - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The HD 220 program was created as part of the Space Shuttle Solid
Rocket Booster Recovery System Definition under Contract NAS8-
29622. The model was generated to investigate the damage to SRB
components under water impact loads. The random nature of environ-
mental parameters, such as ocean waves and wind conditions, neces-
sitates estimation of the relative frequency of occurrence for
these parameters. The nondeterministic nature of component
strengths also lends itself to probabilistic simulation. The
Monte Carlo technique allows the simultaneous perturbation of
multiple independent parameters and provides outputs describing
the probability distribution functions of the dependent parameters.
This allows the user to determine the required statistics for each
output parameter.
The program uses 65,000 octal core locations and has a.running
time of approximately 20 seconds per terminal descent velocity
for 1000 Monte Carlo trials.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The determination of SRB attrition resulting from water impact
required the development of a statistical model of all parameters
contributing to the water entry conditions. The random nature
and non-Gaussian distributions of many of these parameters made
the problem well suited to the Monte Carlo statistical method.
The SRB Water Impact Computer Program developed during the study
is documented in this volume. The computer program is written
in FORTRAN IV language for the CDC 6400/6500 series digital com-
puter. The cognizant engineers are Messrs. K. E. Bassett and
M. G. Brunschwig. The computer programming was performed by
Mr. W. S. Lakins.
2.0 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The Monte Carlo water entry model uses probability distributions
to describe such environmental parameters as water current,
water mass velocity, and wind velocity. In addition, recovery
system parameters are modeled in terms of their probability dis-
tributions: parachute terminal descent velocity, parachute
translation velocity due to lift, parachute rotational velocity
(at SRB nozzle), oscillation angles of parachute and SRB, rotation
rates, and retromotor parameters, if used (Figure 2-1).
The Monte Carlo analysis consists of randomly selecting the
parameters which influence water entry conditions from their
respective probability distributions, vectorially combining these
parameters at the water entry point, and determining impact velocity
and angle distributions that define the entry loading conditions
on the SRB.
The macrologic for the computer model is illustrated in Figure
2-2. Random number generators (seeded by clock time) are used
to select environmental and physical parameters from their cumula-
tive probability distributions. Each input parameter is selected
using a different random number to assure a realistic unbiased
simulation. The parameters are vectorially combined using 3-D
kinematic equations to obtain the vertical (VV) and horizontal
(VH) components of the impact velocity. The impact attitude
(e) is the angle between vertical and the projection of the SRB
centerline into the impact (VV, VH) plane. Probability distribu-
tions for VV, VH, and 01 are outputs of the simulation. These
distributions allow calculation of impact statistics such as the
mean and standard deviation for each parameter.
Five structural components are considered in the load analysis;
forward skirt, aft skirt, nozzle (with or without extension),
SRB case and the aft dome. Loads are input as trivariant tables
in .terms of VV, VH, and 6 . The model uses linear table lookup
to perform trivariate interpolation for the component loads. The
structural strength, being a nondeterministic quantity, is selected
randomly from the component strength distributions that are input
as data statements. Except for the SRB case, component attrition
occurs when the load exceeds the strength. The SRB case is assumed
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Figure 2-1 Impact Related Variables Defined by Environmental
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Figure 2-2 Monte Carlo Analysis MacroZogic
to rupture and sink when a 20% overload occurs during SRB slap-
down. Attrition of two case segments is assumed for overloads less
than 20%.
This procedure determines attrition for one randomly selected set
of parameters. To obtain reliable statistics, the procedure is
repeated for many sets of parameters. The model has storage
capability for 2000 Monte Carlo trials of a given terminal descent
velocity. The outcome (attrition) for each structural component
is accumulated over the total number of trials and used to formulate
the attrition statistics for each VTD
A simplified cost estimate procedure using the refurbishment and
component replacement costs serves to assess the minimum SRB struc-
tural attrition versus impact velocity. When component refurbish-
ment costs are multiplied by the attrition probabilities and
summed over all components, a resultant SRB refurbishment cost




This routine provides control over the entire program. Input
data is read in Namelist format (described in Section 4.0). This
routine initializes all variables and calculates the three impact
parameters (horizontal velocity, vertical velocity, and impact
angle).
The flow chart for the SRB routine is shown in Figure 3-1. Each
input terminal descent (design) velocity (VTD) is used in turn to
determine impact statistics. The routine contains coding for
both planar and three degrees of freedom (3 DOF) calculations.
Random number generators are used to calculate parameter values
which are added at the impact point to determine impact velocity
and angle.
This routine also calls LOADS to determine component failures.
After all the Monte Carlo trials for a given VTD have been run,
the next VTD is read and a new set of trials are run. When all
statistics for each VTD have been accumulated, HIST is called to
create histograms. The cost (per SRB) is calculated for each
VTD and COSTPLT is called to plot the results.
3.2 WAVE
This routine calculates the wave direction correlated to the wind
direction. An input probability distribution is used for the
calculation.
3.3 SLAP
This routine determines if damage has occurred to the SRB case
under conditions of maximum slapdown. The routine is called from
LOADS and takes the actual pressure (Pa) generated from the maxi-
mum slapdown condition and generates a critical pressure (Pc) from

























Figure 3-1 Flow Chart for Subroutine SRB
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1) P > 1.2 P results in the SRB rupturing and sinking;
a -- c
2) P < P < 1.2 P results in damage to two case segments;
c -- a c
3) P < P results in no damage.
a c
Capability exists for using a bivariate case strength distribution
in terms of load and pressure but case strength is presently in-
put only in terms of SRB case hoop moment.
3.4 STREN
This routine is called from LOADS and makes a load/strength
comparison to determine if failure has occurred to any of the
other components (nozzle, aft dome, aft skirt, and forward skirt).
3.5 HIST
This routine is called from SRB and generates a histogram for many
of the variables. HIST calls SORX to sort the array of values in
ascending order and then uses 5% increments of the number of
trials (NUNC) to generate a 20-point histogram representing the
probability distribution for each variable. The routine also
calculates the parameter statistics such as: mean, standard
deviation, median, maximum and minimum values, and the 99% value.
3.6 PLOT
This routine is called from SRB and plots the probability distribu-
tions for various parameters.
3.7 WIND
This routine calculates the wind velocity (and direction) at three
altitudes (1 km, canopy height, 19.3 m reference) using a.cor-
related bivariate Gaussian distribution of zonal and meridianal
wind in the recovery zone (NASA YA-25-23). The calculation is
made using a Guassian random number generator and a covariance
matrix of coefficients for wind components for each month of the
year. Variation of wind with altitude is calculated using
equations obtained from NASA (YA-62-72).
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3.8 SORX
This routine takes an input array of values, sorts it into ascend-
ing order and replaces it in the original array. No additional
computer core is required to perform this sort.
3.9 LOADS
This routine is called from SRB and contains (as data statements)
all the trivariate load tables (in terms of VV, VH , 1) and
strength probability distributions for the SRB components. Com-
ponent loads are determined from the impact variables and SLAP
(for the case slapdown damage) and STREN are called to determine
the component damage which updates a damage condition summary
array. LOADS also collects (in arrays) parameter values that are
output as statistics by HIST.
3.10 TRIVAR
This routine performs a trivariant linear interpolation for three
impact angles, three horizontal velocities and five vertical 
ve-
locities using the tables in LOADS.
3.11 WRIT
This output routine is called from SRB. It outputs the damage
condition summary as well as summary load data. This includes
the total attrition for each component as well as percentage
damage.
3.12 XYZ
This routine fits a biparabolic function through the points input
to it. It is called from COSTPLT.
3.13 EVAL
This function is called from COSTPLT and uses the output from XYZ
to interpolate between known points.
3.14 COSTPLT
This routine is called from SRB. COSTPLT plots the cost for each
terminal design velocity and interpolates between them to draw a
smooth curve. This routine also terminates the run.
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4.0 INPUT FORMATS
Input to the program is done through namelist type input. The
format for namelist is a $ in column 2; followed immediately by
the namelist name and at least one blank, then the parameters are
defined and separated by commas. A sample input listing is given
in Section 6.0. Column 1 is reserved for comment cards using a
C (or P in the case of the namelist) to allow it to be printed:
Column
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
P $ I N P U T 1 I X X = 0
The terminator of the namelist is a $ which follows the last input
value.
4.1 Namelist INPUT1:
This is the first namelist in the input stream.
NUMMC the total number of Monte Carlo trials (maximum 2000)
to be calculated per terminal design velocity;
NUMVTD the total number of terminal design velocities (maximum
10)
IXX a flag to indicate whether nozzle moment uses table
data for an SRB with nozzle extension or without nozzle
extension:
If IXX = 0, no nozzle extension is used; if IXX # 0,
nozzle extension is used.
IRANF flag to indicate whether the user wants a repeatable
random sequence or a nonrepeatable sequence.
4.2 Namelist INPUT2:
W1IN maximum limit of distribution for l, the rotation
rate of the parachute about vertical (rad/s). The
distribution is uniform from -WlIN to +WlIN.
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W21N maximum limit of distribution for w2, the rotational
rate of the SRB about the parachute centerline (rad/s).
The distribution is uniform from -W2IN to +W2IN.
TH1IN distribution limit for el, the oscillation angle of the
parachute centerline to the vertical (rad). The distribu-
tion is uniform from 0 to THlIN.
TH2IN distribution limit for 82, the oscillation angle of the
SRB centerline to parachute centerline (rad). The
distribution is uniform from 0 to TH2IN.
Note: For planar problems 61 and 62 are combined and
an arcsine distribution is available in the coding.
VPTIN mean for parachute translation velocity due to lift
(m/s).
VPTSIG standard deviation for parachute translation velocity
calculations (m/s).
XLP length of the parachute shroud lines in meters.
VCRNT mean value of water current velocity (m/s).
VCRNTSI standard deviation of water current velocity (m/s).
PTHW array that has probability distribution for wave direction
(9 values).
THW1 array of angles (rad) corresponding to the probability
values in PTHW (9 values).
Sample array input (can be all in one sequence or broken up as
shown):
Column
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
P T H W ( 1 ) = 3 * 5
P T H W ( 4 ) = 6 * 1
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4.3 Namelist COSTS
COST array with cost of refurbishment for SRB components.
COST(l) cost of refurbishment for condition of no component
damage.
COST(2) cost for replacement of sunk SRB (new SRB Cost)
The following are delta costs between new item purchase and
refurbishment cost:
COST(3) delta cost for case damage (2 segments).
COST(4) delta cost for forward skirt.
COST(5) delta cost for nozzle.
COST(6) delta cost for aft dome.
COST(7) delta cost for aft skirt.
4.4 Namelist INPUT 3
VTDIN mean value for calculation of the terminal design velocity
in m/s.
VTDSIG sigma for calculation of the terminal design velocity
(m/s).
THETAMR distribution limit for retromotor thrust vector mis-
alignment (rad). The distribution is uniform from
-THETAMR to +THETAMR.
DVRMEN mean value of retromotor AV (m/s).
DVRSIG standard deviation for retromotor AV (m/s).
Namelist INPUT3 is repeated NUMVTD times with the mean and sigma




$ INPUT1 NUMMC = 2000, NUMVTD = 2 , . . . $
$ INPUT 2 W1IN = 0.01, .......... .... $
$ COSTS COST(l) = 0.826E+6 .......... $
$ INPUT3 VTDIN = 2.0, VTDSIG = 0.5 $ Repeat for each
VTD
$ INPUT3 VTDIN = 3.0, VTDSIG = 0.07 $ (NUMVTD cards)
67 (beta card)
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PRECEDMNG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
5.0 PROGRAM LISTING RiIN4 LEV' L 6r-27-!9 09/04/73.
PROG 6M SRE(INFUT ,CUTPUT ,FILPPL ,TAPECINUT TAPEINUT TPECLTPLT )
r--------------------------------------
C **** VAPIPALE OEFTNITTON' ****
C Wi ----- ROTATION PtTF ABOUT PARACHUTE CL
C W2 ----- ROTATION ROTE (SRB APOUT CHUTC CL)
C THI --- OCCILLATIOF ANGLr (CHUTe CL TC VERTICAL)
C TH2 ---- OCCILLATICN ANGLE (SR8 CL TO CHUTE CL.)
C VTO - ERMINAL CLSCENT VELOCITY
C VPT ---- TRANSLATT FAL V=LOCITY
C VWIN? -- VFLOrITY CF VTNO
C VWM - VLLOCTTY CF WAVE MOTION
C THWM --- DIRECTTON (F WAVE MOTION
C THOU -- OTRErTION CF CURRENT (PEPP TO TFWM)
r oH1 ---- ROTATTIN AGL OF CHUTE
C PH, *- ROTATION AFGLE OF SRq
r OST ---- WAVE MASS ANGLE
C T-TIR5 - MISzALTGNVFNT OF RETRO THRUST IN IMPACT PLANE
C mVR --- VELOCITY CF PETRO ( DELTA VELOCITY )
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
000002 DIMhn'TON PTHWC9) ,THWi(9) ,THIMPAC(2000) ,
1 VHOIZ7N(2CO-G) ,VRTICAL(200C) ,MON(12)
1 CSTVT(i6) ,TER(10) ,CnST(7)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C ~" COMMON OEFINITIONS **
C COMMON / TTTLV /
C ITTTLF --- TITLES FOP PLOTS AND/OR PRINT-OUT
C COMMON / DAMAG /
C IFAL --- 04MAGE CONDITTCh COUNTER FOR VELOCITT
C IFAL(1) -- COUNTFO FOR NO CAMAGE
C TFAL(?) -- COUNTeR FOR SINKAGE
C I AL(7) -- COUNTER FOR PASF DAMAGE
C IFAL (,) -- COUNTER FOR FCRWtR SKIRT
C IFAL (,) -- COUNTER FOR NOZ7LE
C IFAL (F) -- COUNTER FOR ACT OOME
C TFAL(7) -- COUNTER FOR AFT SKIPT
C 'OMM3N / NUMerP /
C NUMmH --- TOTAL NUMPER OF MONTE CARLO TRIALS
C POMMIh / STAT /
C STAT --- STATISTICS FOR PRINT OUT
C COMMON / CSTOAT /
C PER --- PER CENT OF TCTAL TRIALS WITH EACH tAPAGE
C CONDITION
C COMMIN / r DTMS /
C FVIZ --- IMPACT - VERTICAL VELOCITY FOR TRIAL
C FVH --- IMPACT - HORIZONTAL VELOCTTY FOR TRIAL
C DTHI --- IMPACT - ANGLE FCR TRIAL
r VVEL --- TABLc VALUES FOR VERTICAL VELOCITY
C UHOR --- TABLE VALUES FCR HORIZONTAL VELOCITY
r THETA -- TABLE VALUES FOR IMPACT ANGLF
C COMMON f MAYSLF /
C ACTPFESS - ARRAY FOP STORAfE OF ACTUAL PRESSURF
r ON CASF
C, CRTFRESS - ARRAY FCR STORAGE OF CRITICAL PRESSURE
r ON CASE
C XNSAV --- ARRAY FOR STORAGE OF LOAD ON CASE
15
SR3 '1)?4 LEVEL 6C-27-19 09/04/73.
r FXNSV --- APDAY FPR STORAGE OF LCAC ON CAS e
C FOR CASF FAILUR
r FACTFS --- ADRAY FOP CTCRAGE OF ACTUAL FRESSUPc
C ON CASE FOR FAILUR "
C---------------------------------------
000002 COMM)N / TITLc / ITTTLE(60)
00nJn? rOMMON / DAMAG / TFAL (7)
CflO0 ? POMM1N / STAT / STAT(24)
JC0002? COMMCN / NUM cR / hUMMP
00300? CCMWM4 / CSTOAT / FEP(7)
OOJO COMMiN / CNOTNS / VITZ 9 FVH ,OTHI 'VVEL(5) ,VHCP (3)
1 THETA(3)
JdcfO2 COMMCN / MAXsLP / ACTPRES(2000) 9CRTPRES(?2PO) ,XNSAV(2Cr0)
000002 NAM -LT / INPUTi / FUMMC ,NUMVTO ,TXX ,IRANF
C --- NUrPC -- THr TCTAL tUMPER OF MONTE CARLO TRATLS (2000 MAX)
--- NUMrr - THE NUMAEP OF TERMINAL DESIGN VELOCITIES (10 MAY)
C --- IF IXY IS NON-ZERO, HAVE NOZZLE EYTENSION
C --- TF IRFNF IS NCN-ZERC CR;EATE REPEATABLE RANDOM SECUrNCE
r
003J02 NaM LIqT / INPUT / !11 ,W2IN ,THIIN ,TH2TN ,VPT Im ,VF7STG ,
C --- WITN - LNIFOPV OISTPIPUTTON FOR HW (-WITN TO WIIN)
C --- W21I - LNIFOOM DTSTkIFUTION FOR W2 (-W2IN TO W2IN)
r --- THlTN - UNIFORM OISIQIPUTION FOR THi (f1 TC THITN)
C --- THTN - U'TFOM OTSIRIPUTION FOR TH2 ( 'TO T02TN)
C --- VPTTN - PFAN FCR 'FtNSLATIONAL VELCCITY
C --- VPTSIG - sIGMA FOP TRANSATIONAL VELOCITY
i FTHH ,THW1 ,XLP ,VCRNT ,VCRNTSI
C
C --- PT4W - ARFAY WITH FFObA3ILITY RANGE FCP lINO OTRtCTTCN
C --- THWI - APRAY kHICH rCFRESPONDFS TO PTHW VALUES FCR WAVE DIRECTION
C --- XLP - LENGTH OF 0ARfCHUTE SHROU0 LINES
C --- VrRqT - MEAN CURQFNT VELOCITY
C --- VCRTSI - zI,A FOR bCRNT
2 THETAMR ,OVRMEN ,DVRSIG
C
C --- THEIAMP 
- UNTFCRM CISIPIUTION FOP THETAP (-THETAMR TO THETAMR)
r --- VoEN - MEAN FOR FETRO VELOCITY ( OFLTA VELOCITY )
C --- DVR~Ic - SISTA FOR RETRO VELOCITY ( DFLTA VELOCITY )
r
000002 NAMELtST / INPLT3 / VTOTN ,VTOSIG
C
C --- VTDIN - MFAN VALUE FOP OESIGN VELOCTTY
C --- VTOI r, 
- STGMA FOR VT'DTN
r
000002 NAM'LIT / COSTS / rOT
C COST --- AFFAY FOP PEFUR3ISHiNNT CCST FOR CAMAGE CONOITIONS
C OP ER MUST EE SA14E AS ORDER IN FRINT-OUT
C (SEE SUQROLINF WRIT)
o00000? ATA TWOPHI ,YLS ,FT T RAn / 6.? 3184 ,40.2 ,3.28 ,57.3
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rD1 RUN?4 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/7 .
00000? nATA VVEL / 40. ,EO. ,80. ,iO0. ,13C./
030002 nATA VHCP / 0. ,25. ,50. /
000002 DAT8 THETA / -10. ,0. ,10. /
000002 R"n I , I NFuT1Ji
C --- LOrT FOR RFPETARLE SEOIIENrE
000005 IF(I'IF .EO. 0) rC To 1
000006 Y = ANF(+i00)
Ocool011 0 'C
000011 1 crALL TTME(N)
0C0013 Y = "AhF(-N)
000017 5 ALL .PL T(2HN ,2HLr )
C------------------
(7 TH FILL1WTNG nLCCK OF COOD IS TO ZEFO VARIBBLES THAT THE COMPUTATICN
r nF AD: "OPMENTFC OUT
00021 wt = C.
000122 W2 = 0.
003022 THi = 0.
100023 HJ = 0,
00023 THP = C.
000024 Vn T  = r.
000024 VnTX = 0.
000025 ,3aTy = C.
000 02r 4THi = C.
00J026 rWtHi = I.
000027 oyH1 = C
000030 COH1 = 1.
000031 AtMUL T O.
000031 ATEml' 0.
000032 VIOx = r.
iC0033 .PnY = c
03033 VPn7 C.
C----------- NO OF 9L C r
000034 KNTM =0
001034 KhT10 = 0
000035 PRFanf5,TNPUT2)
000040 cAO(r,O0STS)
000343 XN = NUMMC / 12.
000046 CALL AVF(0 ,PTHW ,THWI ,YX X )
000051 10 KN'VT = KNTVTO + I
000053 IF(KNTVT .rT. NUMVTr) CALL COSTPLT(CSTVT ,NUMVTC ,TER
000057 TFATL = 0
000060 KNTMI = 0
000061 n~ 13 '=1,12
000065 MINfTl = 0
000966 15 )ONr !NIt'
000067 nO 1' T=1,7
.00173 IFALII) = 0
000074 17 rnNTTKIJE
000075 no 11 T=i1,24,T
000103 STa(tI) = 0.
000104 STA (T+1) = i.0F20
000104 zTAT(I+I ) = -1.OE+20
000105 18 CONTINUE
00010 R^D (5,INPUT3)
000110 TcR(KNTVTD) = VTr) T
17
Si RtIJN?4 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/14/3.
000112 2C KNTM^ = KNTMr + 1
030114 TF(K TM .tE. NUMMC) GO TO 25
000116 W IT (r, 1 0 C i)  VTOTf
000123 CALL IhIT(VTOT )
000125 WRIt (;, 102) (MO (I) ,T 1,12)
O "il3 TF(uTVTO .GT. 1) rO TO 35
0001 7 7ALL HTST(THIMFAC ,IUMMC ,3 )
000141 ALL PLOT(13 ,NUMMC ,-.5 ,.1 ,THIMFAC )
000145 CALL -IST(VHOPIZN ,UMMC ,?
000150 4ALL FLOT(7 ,tLMMr ,0.0 ,2. ,VHORIN )
000154 35 CALL WIST(VRTICAL ,FUMC i )
000157 tALL PLOT(I ,KUMMr ,VTIN-O0. ,2. ,VRTICIL )
r (CAL HIST(YNSAV ,NUtMC ,4 )
C CALL FLOT(19 ,NUMMC ,0.0 ,5300. ,XNSAV )
000165 1ALL I TST(ACTPPTq , UMC ,5 )
G00170 CALL CLOT(?5 ,NUMMC ,0.0 ,2000. ,ACTPPES )
000174 CALL HIST(fPTPRCS , UMMC ,6 )
00 177 CALL CLOT(31 , UmmC ,0.0 ,?000., RTP0ES )
C --- PCALrLATF COST FOR IERMINAL VELOCITY
0 CA TV T ( ( TVTn) = 0.
000?o no ?. T=2,7
000212 C'TV I(NTVTP) = CSTVT(KNTVTO) + PER(I) * COST(T)
000214 22 CONTt'Ifl'
000215 CSTVI(KNTVTO) = CSTV1(KNTVTn) +( 1. - PER(2) )* COST(1)
0"0? 1 GO T! 10
000222 7C ClnNTTPNe
r5 Wi = 2. WilN * PANF(1) - WITN
C Hw = 2. 4 W2IP' * oANF(0) - W2TN
C THI = TH1IIN RANF(0)
r TH2 = TH2IN (tRA'(0) - .5 )
C ---- ?SSLM - FLANAR POTICI IN WIND PLANE
00022? TH2 = SIN(TWOPHI / 2. - (RANF(0) - .5)) - TH2IN
C ---- TH10T FOP PLANAD PCTION IN WIND FLANE
000?32 TH>DCT = W2IN * PCS(TWOPHTI 4. ' TH2 / TH2IN)
SIG.(I ,FAF(0) - .5 9
000250 3ALL WTNO(MON ,XNC ,KNTC ,VWTNC , VM ,THW ,XLS + XLP
000260 C4LL AVE(1, PTHW ,THWI ,THWM ,THW
000264 THCI = (TWOPHI / 2. PANF(0)
C PH = TWOPT ( DANF(l) - .5 )
C oH? = TWOPHI 4 FANF(O)
C --- ASUM FLANAR POTIC IN WIND PLANE
000270 PH2 = THW
000272 PST = TWOPHI * ( RANF() - .5 )
C THP = TWnFHMI ( PrNF(J) - .5 )
n"0977 CqLL SDNRNI(VCRNT , CRNTSI , VfTbRT )
C PALL crNrNI(VPTIN ,VPTSIG ,VPT )
001301 CALL .PNNj (VTODIN ,VICSTG ,VTO )
C --- AL7ULATE COMPCNENTS OF THE WINC VFLOCTTY
000704 VWTNX = VWINC * CCS(THW)
M00307 VWT IY = VWTh'E STN(THW)
C --- CALIULATE COMFONrNTS OF THE PARACHUTE DRIFT VELOCITY
C VmTX = VPT * COS(THP)
r VPTY = VPT * SI(THP)
rC THi = STN(THI)
C CTHI = nS(THI)
18
Fcp RUN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/73!
000312 cTH? = STN (TH)
000t14 CTH2 = OOS(TH?)
000316 qPzI = SIN(FST)
0003?0 CrSI = COS(FST)
C S041 = SIN(FHi)
r rPHi = f'O (rH1)
3C0122 qo w - CIN(PH7)
000324 ro02 COS (H2)
C --- NO'0?L rtLOCITv COR SFB CONING VOTTON
C AMULT = W2 * STH2 * XLS
C p = SQRT(((XLF + XLS * CTH2) i STHI
C 1 + XLS * STH2 4 CoH2 * CTHI) * 2
C 2 + (XLS STF-2 * +oH2) ** 2 ) *H
C ATEm -  = AMULT * SFH2 * CTHI
C --- CALCULATE COMPCNENTS CF THE SRB ROTATIONAL VELOCITY
C VPOX = - * SFPH - ATEMD * CPI - CPF2 * SPHI AMULT
C VPOY = R * CPHi - ATEMP * SPHI + APULT CPH2 CPHI
C VPOZ = - APULT 4 So02 * STHI
C --- NO'?L - V.LOITY FOR FLANAR MOTION IN WINO PLANE
000326 Vo = XLS * TH200T
900331 V00Z = VF ! STNfTF?)
00333 VPOY = VP CS(TH2) * COS(TTW)
.003341 VPO7 = VP rCS(TH?) * SIN(THW)
00347 STHW ,  = STI-(THWM)
000351 (THwM = COS(THWM)
300353 !TCUL = SIN (THrUP)
000 55 rr t = COS (TH(UP)
I C 7r0 RTeMo = VCUPNT
00C0361 BT c Mc = VWM * CPST
C --- CALfULA T E COMPCNE ,TS OF THE WATER VELOCITY
000361 VWMX = AT PF * CTCUP + 8TEMP * CTHWM
031366 VWMY = ATruP * STCUPR + TEMP * STHWM
m00371 VWMZ = VWM 4 SPSI
C --- CALCULATE COMPCN7MTS OF THE IMPACT VELOCITY
000373 VIX = VWINOX + PTX + VPOX - VWMX
001377 VIY = VWTNOY + VoTY + V0OY - VWMY
000403 VIZ = VWINO17 VFTZ + VPOZ - VWMZ - VTO
000410 VH = SOPT(VTX * VIX + VIY * VIY)
000417 A = STHI * CTH2 + CTH1 STH2 * CP2
000422 q = STH2 * SPIF2
000424 SLY = A * CoH1 - E * SDHi
000427 SLY = A * SoHI 4 e * COH
003431 SL7 = STH2 * CFH2 * STH1 - CTH2 * CTF1
C --- "aLCULATE TMPACT ANGLE
000435 THI = ATON((VIX * SLX + VTY * SLY) / (-SLZ VH ))
C --- TAKE TNTO ACCOUNT VELOCITY DUE TO PETPO
000444 I:( 7?R4EN .EO. 0.0 ) GO TO 40
000446 CALL 5cNNNi( OVRMEN ,oVRS!G ,OVP)
000450 TH4rTR = 2. * THFTAMF * (RANF(0) - 951
001455 VH = VH - OVP ' SIN(THI - THETAP)
000464 VI? VI7 - DVR COS(THI - ThETARI
C --- CONVcRT IPPACT DARAMETERS TO ENGLISH UNITS
000473 40 rVTZ = A2S(VTZ * FTMT)
000475 FVH = VH * FTMT
000477 DTHT = THI * RAD
19
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300501 CALL LCAOS(NTMC ,It )
00J503 iCIt FnouT-IH1,5Y, TERMTAL OESIGN VELCCITY ,F6.2,2X,*METERS/EC*)
00050T 10O? F3PMIT(-1,5X,X NUMEER OF LAUNCHES FOR EACH MONTH - ,//,
1 5X,* JAN -- #,I4,5X, FEP -- *,I4,5X,' MA -- *,14,
2 EX, * AD -- _,/,
3 FX," MAY -- ',I4, X,* JUN -- *,I4,5X,- JUL -- ,14,
4 9X,* AUG -- #,14,/,
5 EX,' 4EP -- *,T4,5X,- OCT -- 4,T4,5X,- NOV -- *,T
6 5y, nEC -- *,14)
D0054 50 VRTT AL (NTMC) = IZ
000'G5 VHORt7N (KTMC) = Vh
Ol 0507 THTM C (KNTMT = HT
0C0511 GO Tr 91
000511 mn
20
S' )? . ,UN74 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/73.
PROGRAM LENGTG INLUC'JING I/I BUFFEPF
02014?
STATEMFNT FUNCTION ':FErCEtiES
LCOATON -MT TAG SYM TAr REFERENCrS
STATEMENT N'IMPo RFCE'NCEr
LOCATION 17I TAG SYM TAG REFEQENC~ES
003012 L10013 1 000006
3VI 020 L1"017 5 000011
Ct0052 L10055 IG 000?22
0011" L30117 20 30011
0 C123 L30173 25 300115 000116
001155 L 1345 35 00136
[00474 L11312 40 000446
01564 tlOI317 c' NONE
00C370 1"055 1901 10,0116
00C707 "0064 10? 000126
!LOCK NAMES A1'0 LENGT t
TITLE - 0I0074 OAMAG - 0000G7 STAT - 000030 NUMIED - 000001
CSTIAT - C00007 CNOTNS - COo01E 'rAYSLP - 013560
V6RIABLE REF1FRENtrS
LCCATIIM f'N TAG SYM TAG R9FE:RNCES
015041 Voil44 A 000417
00 100C!!7 53n021 ACT PES 000166 000173
01 4765 %'00 70 AfoUL 01300 32
014766 %,00 71 ATEMP 000033 000360
01 042 0r 145 E 000424
015027 V0"1? PTEMP 00036'
014713 800011 COST 000211 00022C 000620
S01.764 V30067 CFH1 000031 000425
01502' V0012b CPH? 000330 000415
015017 V0"122 CtSI 000323 000362
001720 07 00 22 CRTPPLS 300175 000202
014667 100 07 CSTVT 000055
C15026 %30171 CTCUP 000360 000364
015024 Vln127 CTHWM 000354 000365
014762 V90o65 CTHi 000030 0G0421 000433
015015 00120 rTH2 010317 00042r 000432
300002006 1,00156 OTHT 000501
015047 VI0152 OVR 000447 000462 000471
014737 V0O" 42 CVOMEy 000445 000446 00600
017640 %C0043 OVRSTG 000447 000603
014745 V J 50 FTMT 000474
'r0.01C06 VOn155 FVH 000500
0 C0000C6 b0014 FVT7 000476
01, 776 v0010 1 I 000062 000070 000076 000206
014775 100100 IFAIL 000060
!000000"2 000 13 TFAL .i00072
21
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014774 331027 IPANF 000006 000527
CCCGOO31 f0012 ITITLE NON _
014723 300026 IXX 000502 001524
S14 772 % . 7 KNTMr 000Q35 000061 000113 000253 000502
C14773 VCG07 KNTVTC 000035 000052 000111 000134 000204
000217
u14 63 In00VM6 MCN 000364 000131 30025?
01t, 750 c1053 i 0]0012 000014
0tO000004 4200 24 NUMMC 000044 000114 000140 000142 000146
S00155 00u162 000166 000171 000175
010516
014722 %00025 hLmVTC 000053 000056 040521
(C1000C05 00015 r-o 900712
0147r4 Y00157 PH1 000024
01r 006 V00111 PH2 000?73 000323 000325
010 7 0l112 FSI 000277 000317 000321
001051 013J01 FTHW 330347 000261 100556
014746 0ii51 q 50 300500
01 043 3 3146 rLX 000430 000437
015044 T0 147 SLY 030433
015045 3190430 L 000435
G14763 Y0366 CH1 030030 00042f
015020 V30123 SPH2 0003?5 000423
S1 0316 V 0121 FFSI 000321 00037P
001O-CC3 4010 1 4 STAT 000102
015. 5 v 0'1C ST'ii"P 000356 00n3EF
015023 V00126 STHWM 000352 000370
01+7~i V40164 !TH1 000.27 003420 000432
015014 Vl0117 STH2 000315 001415 000423
0 14701 I0010 Tro 000056
u01505 V3011G THCUP 0 0271 00C0354 00056
tO 013r06 eC002C THETA NON7
014736 100041 IHSTAMF 300455 000575
015050 VJ^153 THFTAR 000456 000465
015046 V30151 THI 000445 060456 000464 000477 000507
001073 0C"003 THIMPAC 000137 000144 000511
014755 003n60 THP 0000 24
015003 400106 THW 0002c5 000263 000271 000305 000310
000342
n15004 V30107 TPWM 00062 000 5C 000352
C107A? IC0302 T W1 000047 000262 30;061
014753 400056 THI 000023
0147?7 v0"0 37 T1iTN 000c42
C14 777 0'"102 THZ 000233 000241 000313 000315 000331
0J0 344
015000 \00103 1 H20nT 000250 00327
01730 yV0033 TH2T ! 330232 000242 000545
014743 ' 0"4F TWOPHI 000226 000240 000267 000276
L14774 .50037 VCONT 000277 000567
01, 735 VC"G4C VCRNTFT 000300 00057?
C015 0 1 v00113 VCUtJNT 100300 000361
rlM~40 4 0 "143 V- 000416 000435 000463 000476 000506
r(0010C06 130017 VHOP NON "
T05013 1 0004 VHO R I7' 100146 000153 040510
t15033 '03136 VTX 000401 000411 000436
22
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Si 034 0 317 VTY 000405 000 440
S1c03 0 9140 VIZ 010410 000472 0,0474 00050F
C15022 VOC"22 V; 000331 000333 000340 000346
014 767 C r0372 VcrX O00033 000374
GiL 770 r C'073 VFOV 00 034 000342 000'.00
01 771 ,100 74 VPOZ 000034 3 000334 000350 000404
014 756 VC 061 VOT. n0 0025
01L 731 VC1034 VFTTN 000550
014732 '40035 VCTSI 0005.53
011757 0 062 VDr 000025 000374
014760 00 3 \VTY 000026 0004 00'
i01037 Y0'142 VDTZ 000404
010 73 l00005 VRTICAL 000155 000164 000506
015011 -001I14 VTO 000303 000406
014741 )0"44 VTOIN 000112 00012l 000124 000160 C000302
T14742 V0045 VTOSIG 000302 000613
.C0003C06 800n16 VVEL NONE
015001 V"0104 VW T.fn 000254 000307 000312
01f012 00115 VHIN Y 000310 000373
01; 013 00)116 VW!NDY 00031" 000377
C15"33 V 0141 VkTIO 7 000403
015002 V0105 VNM 000254 000362 000371
015030 V00133 VWMX 000367 000376
t11031 k00134 VW4Y 000372 000402
015032 \0 135 VWMZ 000375
014751 110054 Wi 000022
014725 VI00030 WITN 030534
014752 \003055 W2 000023
0147?6 V"031 W2IN 000246 000537
014 747 V73 I0? y 030011 0P0017 000050
C 14 773 300 36 XLP 000251 000564
014744 V40047 YL "x 000250 000327
01J 774 V00077 YNC 000046 000253
"0'640C07 00 23 XhqAV NON "









TrhPUTN 0100005 C00040 030043 C00011
VF r00 1 000016 00"224 000234 000266 000274 000452
TT4A 1,013
EFLT 0110021
WeVE 0 S0051 000264
rCOTDLT 300"57'
CLT)TC '00120 000122 100123 000130 000132 000133
23
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WRIT C10125
F -TT ^3 141 0'15C 00 17 0C0170 00C177
cLOT 0 145 00154 000165 000174 J0020
zN : "2 1 C0031 000314 00320 00C0324 000332 00.343
000355 000461
rrS 713245 0.7C 6 00316 0C0322 000326 00335 000337
0r3 3 Cn;357 000470
W T\' r31255 000260







,UN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/73.
S1BC0 UTT E hAVF(N , ,Y ,VAL ,TWM)
C------------------------------------'-------- -- ---- --
c THIS ROUTINE CALCULA~ES THE WAVE DIPECTTO;
C N ------- TF N FOUALF C CALCULATE THE SLOFFS FRCM THE INPUT CAIA
C IF N rOUALF 1 CALCULATE WINO OIFECTIOF
C Y ------- APRAY WTTH FROBABTLTTY VAtUES
r Y ------- APPAY WITf MAVE nIRECTIOhS
C VAL ----- TRECTION CF WAVE
C TWM ----- OTRECTInN (F WTNn
r----------------------------------------------------------------------
00007 DIMCNTON X(1) ,V(1) ,SLOPE(8)
0J0007 IF(f .NE. 0) GC TC 20
C --- OfpUTE FLOPES WHEt ' = 0
a00o01i nn 1t T=1,
000014 SLnPc(I) = (Y(I.i) - Y(T)) / (X(I+1) X())
000020 10 rONTINU-
00021 oTCTIJI
000021 20 Z = RANF(C)
000124 on 14 Tt=P
000030 IF( 7 .rT. X(T)) Gr TO 33
000034 V AL (Z - X(I-1)) -LOPE(I-1) + Y(T-1)
00037 GO 4'1 .
01040 30 CONYTNU -
000142 VAL (7 - X(8)) SLOPE(8) + Y(8)
000046 40 VAL VAL + ThM + F.283184




4 AV F ~RUN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 0/47'
SL9PROGPAP LrLNGTH-
STFITEMFf T FJNCT'ON 4FFEEirp
LC'ATION "--N TAG~ S'rM TA(- IrFERcNC;ES
STATEMENT ? UMBER DFF~nTNCES
L C AT I n M C-EN TAG SYM TAG R-F=-PENrES
OCtP22 UQn23 2 ~ oJop1l
j01041 L11,035 3 003
qLOCK NAMES AND Lt'YIS
VARItABLE PFCEPEWfES
LO'7ATII)N -,= TAG SYM TAG REFERCKES
MOC104 V30007 I 0300it Cc02 OCOL.41
JC)07L. eC*olal FI.OPF 100,n13
tGo1' lCD1C 000024 0 0 003 1 000043
START OF CCASTAllfrq:
000057








RUN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/7 - o
SUPPCUTTNE SLAFP (XLO ,XRES ,IF ,KNTr )
r---------------------------------------
C THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES IF THE CASE HAS BEEN DAMAGE ON SLAP-CO0N
C XLOO --- VALUE COMPUT0FE FOR LOAD Oh CASF IN SUBROUTINE LOADS
C Xopf7 -- VALUE COMPUTED FOR PRESSURE ON "ASE TN SUPROUTINE LCA0S
C IF ----- IF ON R-TURN FPOM THIS QOUTINE
C IF = ? NC DAMAGE TO CASE
C IF :1 2 - SEGMENT OAMAGE
C IF = ? SINVAGE
C KNTM, -- MCNT CAoLO TRIAL REING COMPUTED
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------
000006 COMMIN / MAYSLP / APRES(2000) ,CPES(2000) ,XNS(2000)
00006 DTMCNSTON P.O (10) ,XtNC2(5) ,SSCAS2(50)
C --- SToQNGT FOR CASE - SLPOOWN - HOCP MOMENT
000006 OATA PROE / 0. ,.01 ..05 ,.10 ,.20 ,.80 ,.90 ,.95
1 99 ,i.C /
000006 DATA YNC2 / 0. ,7cC. ,50000. ,600C00 ,70"00. 1
C --- HOOD MPENT FCD RASELIIE
000006 nATA zSAS2 / 9600. ,4*0. i0230. ,40. ,10700. ,4-0.
1 10950. ,4-0. ,11250. ,4*0 ,12500. 9,40.
1 12800. ,*0. ,1305r. ,4-r. ,13500. 94*09
3 14100. ,40. /
000006 TF = 0
C --- D00 IVARINT ThTERPCLATION FOR CRITICAL PRESSURP
000006 Z = NF(O)
OW011 IT = O
000011 JJ 0
000012 nO it J=1, 1
000020 JJ 11 - J
000021 IFfr(O(JJ) .LE. 7) GO TO 19
000025 10 rONT]NUc
000027 15 TF(l' .EQ. 10) JJ = 9
000032 no 2; T=1,5
000036 TI t 6 - I
000037 IF(YXNC(II) .LE, XLOC) GO TO 25
000043 2 rOPNTIT NUE
000015 25 TF(TI .EC. 5) IT = a
000052 Ln" II + 5 4 (JJ-1)
000055 r,3 = SSCAS2 (LoC+6)
000057 r2 = SSCAS2(LOC+5)
0 00061 G1 = SSCAS2 (LC+1)
000064 GO = SSCAS?(LOr)
000766 PV = (Z - RCRC(JJ)) / (PROB(JJ+j) - PROP(JJ))
00 072 rAA = GO + nVH - (-2 - GO)
000075 GB8 1 + OVH * (3 - Gi)
00100 OCRIT = GA4 + (xLOC - XNC2(II)) / (XNC2(II+1) - XNC2(II))
* (GR - GAA)
C --- AV LOAD, ACTUAL FFESSURE AND CRITICAL FRESSUE
000106 XN ((NTMC) = XLCC'
000107 AoPS ( hT Mf) : XPPFS
000110 Coor (KN7y) = CPTT
000112 TF(Y1R~S .LT. FCRIT) RETURN
000114 TF = t
000115 TF((oqrS / PCRIT) .LT. 1.2) RETURN
000121 IF :
27








LCIATI3N !"N TAG SVM TA- REF=RENCES
STATEMENT UMRED PREFE'EECF
LOATION ',N TAr SYM TA- REFSRENRCS
000030 L01326 15 0030?5
0O3046 L01042 2v 003047
BLOCK NAMES aND LEN;T l
MAYSLP - 013560
VARIABLF RE=RFNES
LCCATION GEN TAG SYM TAG REFE.RE NrES
00000c01i n000 1 A PRS 200111
003703C01 1iJ"00 CPFES 000112
C1t270 30025 OVH J03074
013271 V On 26 GAA 000076
001272 00027 r-O 000101
0C0267 VO10 24 GO J00070
C03266 3 ?023 1 000.65 0U&C07
C?265 Ia022 G2 00062 C00072
JrJ264 V00021 G 000060 000075
G01262 V00117 I 091034 00036
00'?~7 VI0i14 II 300012 00004'0 000046 0J0053 000102
CC0261 VO016 J 00016 00027
013260 V'9015 JJ 000012 0C0022. 000010 000052
0 (263 V9r2OE tOC 0,0055 000057 000062 000064
' 0]73 V9G030 rColT 300107 00011i 000116
(03155 0 004 po09 000023 000067
C00174 A10006 SSCAS2 000066
001167 500005 Y'C? 000041 00105
C07640CJ1 0003 YNS 000110
















RUN?4 LEVFL 60-27-19 09/04/73.
SUBRIUTTNE STREN(TAEL ,VALUE ,IF )
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C THI ROUTIN_ nETERMIFEF IF DOAAGE HAS OCCUREO TO A PARTICULdF FART
C TARL --- TABLE FOR ITFRPOLATION OF LOAD CF PRESSURE STRENGTP
C VAL'I = -- ACTUAL VALUE FOR LOAD OR PoEFSURE GENERATED IN LOAOS
C TF ----- FLAG rOR INCICATION OF DAVAGF
r IF = 0 NC DAMAGE
C IF = i OAMAG7
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
CO!005 nIMc' S TOK TAPL(1 ,cRO(1IO)
00J5 nATA cRCB / . ,.f1 ,.05 ,.1 ,.2 ,.8 ,.9 ,.95 ,.99
1 1.0 /
000005 IF =
000005 7 = "Ah N()
0c0010 00 i. T=i,10
900013 IF~ .rT. FQOB(I)) Cn TO 10
-00017 VAL = Z - PRCB(I- ) * ((TABL(I) - TABL(I-)) / (PROI(I) -
P03(I-1))) + TABL(T-i)
000026 GO '0 T c
0C0026 10 CON"'TNU -




tUN?L. LEVEL .- 27-19 09/0/7,1.
SUBPROGRAM' LrNGTH
010176
STATEMENT FJNCTTON ',FERE YrC(
LCOATTON C-3 r-V AG 5SYM TAG~ R: -F=RENCES
STATEMlrNT KNIM9EiR R~=llN
LC'CATTON C= T~dr FvM TAG REFEDENPES
ilJr]'7 1- 0'0 22 10J 000 6
CC1031. L11324 15 ~ OW326
13LOCK NAP~ES AMD L ENrT wl
VARIAPLE R EP E R F C
L(ICTION C:-: T A C SYM TAC OEFEPENCFI.
C[1074 IiCE, T 000!113 OC0027
ICO16i ~1 FPOFJ NON7
(00075 VG 91 7 VAL oonOJP6 C00031









UNUSED CC~cTLEQ ( AI
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RUN?4 LEVEL 6C-27-19 09/04/73o
SUBROU TTN HTST(VALUE ,KIUNT ,JTTTLF )
r -------------------------------------------------------------
C THIS POlTITNE GENRATFS A HTISTOGRAM FOR CUTPUT. IT USES A 5 FER CENT
C OF T-E TCTAL NUMBEP CF MONTE CARLO TRAILS AS ITS eASE.
C VALUE --- ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE DATA FRrM WHICH THE HISTGQAM
C IS TO Be GFNEFATED FROP, ON kcTUPN FRCM THIS ROUTINE THE
C ARRAY VALUE HAS BEEN SORTEO INTC ASCENDING CPOER
C wOINT --- TnTAL NUMeER OF MONTE CARLC TRAILS
C JTIT LE -- rOINTER FOR PRINT OUT OF COORECT TITLE .2
C ------------------------------------------------""""
00f005 POMM N / TITLE / NN(60)
000005 Or)MFNSTr)o VAL U(E) ,SU4(?0 )
000005 DATA NN /
1 iCH VERTICAL ,IOHIMPACT VEL ,10HOCITY (M/S
2 10H) FOF S'EP ,IOHS CF .05 P ,10HRO9BAILITY
3 ICHHOPIZONTL ,IOH IMPACT VE ,IOHL OCITY(M/S
4 ICF) FOF STEP ,10HS OF .05 F ,1OHRORABILITY
5 10HIMPA(T ANG 10OHLE (RADIAN OHS)
6 ICH FCF STEP ,I0HS OF .05 F ,10HROBABILITY ,
7 10HLOAC ON CA ,10HSE (LBS/IN ,iOH)
8 10H FOP STEP ,IOHS OF .05 - 1OHROBABILITY
9 iCHHOOP MOMEN ,IOHT CN CASE ,IH(IN-LE/IN)
1 JfH) FOr STEP ,iOHS OF .05 p , 1HRCBABILITY
2 IOHHOOP MOM N ,1OHT CAPAPILI ,1OHTY
3 IOH) FOF STEP ,IOHS CF .05 F ,10ROBABILITY
000005 IOUT5 = (JTITLE -1) * 6 + I
300007 IOUTP = TOU1S + F
000011 YEA = C.
000011 SGM 0.,
000012 IHALF = KOUNT / 2 + .5
000016 NNTNt = KOUNT * . j
0C0021 IF(JTI T LE .KE, 1) GO TO 2
C --- TAKE THE AESnLUTE VALUE OF VERTICAL VELOCITY DUE TO SIGN CCNVENTICN
000023 O
n 1 T=tKOUT
010026 VALU-(T) . = APS(VALUE(I))
000027 1 rn'NT1NU t
0000~0 2 00 5 KK=1,2
0
000035 SiM(KK) = i.
000036 5 rONTTINt E
000337 -ALL loRx(VALUE ,KOLNT)
000140 INC = KOUNT 
' 
.05
0-0045 nn 1.1 T=1,20
000046 ISTR = (I-I) INC + 1
000051 ISTP = I TNC
0t052 IF(ITr ,GT. KCLNT) ISTP = KOUNT
000056 00 11 )=ISTR,ISTO
000064 SUM(I) = SUM(T) + ALU-(J)
000065 10 CONT I h'
c
000073 00O 21 T=1,20
000077 SUM(IM SUM{I) / INC
000101 20 CONTINUJ
000102 no 31 '=1,OUmT
000110 XMEN = XMEAN + VALUE(T)
000111 30 CONTINUE
000112 XMEAS = XMEAN / KOLNI
33
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CJ0114i flQ 40 T=1,V(ItJN1
00.122 CIGMI SIGPA +- VALUF(T) - YMEAN) 42
00m12f4 40 rOKITTM'-
30015 ST',Mt SOR-r5IGIM I WOUN~T)
~00134 WPIT7 loe-S) (IN(I)I=IrnUTS,IouTP)
f'C3145 I~r(JTTTL: .LT - 4) GO Tn P5
000157 WOIT=(6,1CC4) VALtUE(i) ,VALUE(KOUNT)
C~14wPIT! (r,,0 C7) )CMTA N ,SI GmA ,VALUF(D-ALF) ,VALUL(NNINE)
GC0217 25 WRTTT(6,iltri) (SUm(l),T=1,20)
0102215 WRITT~%iCr2) 'ALUE(1) ,VALIJE(KOLNT)
6~C924? WlI-(r91 ~ X MC'AN ,SI,4A V~ALLE(THALF) ,V4LUE(NNINED
00026)4 I!*10 PO0MITriHC,5X,641C)
0001266 1.231 FOPQ!-(tH,4(5X,Ft.,))
000266 10~2 FO m8T(1PC,5X,j5H Mlt.TMUM VALUE ,2X,FIO,4,/,
I 6X,15H '-AYTM14 VALUE ,2X,FiC.4)
000266 1 003 rOPM i 'r Q HC4 (5 X, 10 .C))
CC0266 1014 FORMAT(ifr0,5X,15H MT TPU4 VALUE 2X,P71C*C9/q
1 6X, 15H MA)CIML4 VALUE ,2XvF1). a
J620266 10'5 FOOMIT(1H1,5X,b~lf')
L00266. 1C37 FOPMIT(jHo,53Xq7 MEAN ,1OXF10.%,/,
I 6X,7H SIGIA LIYFIO.og/,
6X,71'4=flhjP fC0X,FIO.O,/,
3 FX,20HNII ETY NINE PER~CENT ,FIO.C)
CC0266 IC18 Ff)PMiT(1HC,5X,7H MEAN ,I0X,ri3.4,/,
I E'(,-7I :zTGP~A ,1OX,FiD.L.,/,
2 bX,-7hMCODTP IIOX,FtO.4,/,








LO!.ATInM S-N TAG SYM TAG RECEEENCES
STATEMEN hu)IBER ~' ccEc~FS
LOCATTIMN (cN TAr- SYM TAG REFERENCES
000031 .C00126 2 o000 23
rl1?20 01'i27 25 000151
r01277 I00005 1000 4ONE
OCO 2 C1i010 101 000220
(C)305 000 13 1002 000230
CC0321 (00027 1003 000152
nr0324 0 r: 0 72 1314 100162
000O 340 00 346 1005 0n0136
0 134 "1051 1007 10177
300374 (30102 1038 000245
BLOCK NAPES ANO LENGH4S
TITLE - 030074
VAPIAnLE REFEPE" 
LCCATION --N TAG SYM TAG REFEPENrES
00351 V0J014 T 100024 000046 000061 000071 000074
000116
3000477 401012 IHALF 00001' 000207 000255
Cc)l03 c00016 INC 000045 000047 000077
000474 V01107 TOUTP 000011 000142
0"0473 VOS306 ICUTc 000010 000141
c00)105 fn020 IST o  000053 000056 000063
OC1504 00017 IT 00051 000057
trC50 V03 021 J 00060
001502 Vj "015 KK 000032
cr00000001 O001 WN NONE
00500 00 13 hINE 000021 000213 000261
000476 V0011 SIGMA 010013 000121 000127 000134 000204
CC1447 p00002 SUM 000034 000076 000155 000223










HIST 'IN2M4 LEVcL 6C-27-19 0o/04/73.
S6?T ~J3"i33
CUTOTr f 014t 000144 030145 C00i1 3001 6 000157 00164
3119173 r09174 013231 000?03 001>05 000211 00021F
J00222 C00224 000?25 CC02'2 0CG235 000241 000242
01251 0M0253 30257 0002F,7 000264
E N r30?71




RUN?4 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/73,
SUB CUTINE PLOT(TT ,KOUNT ,XSTRT ,YINC ,VALUE )
r-------------------------------------------------------
C PLOTS THE FROEfaILIT- OENSITY FUNCTTON FOR INPUT ARRAY
C IT ------ POINTER FOF TTTLE
C KOUNI --- TOTAL NUMSBE nF MONTC CARLO TPAILS
C YSTR ---- INITAL VAL-e Or X-AXIS
C XINr ---- INCREMFNT FCF MAJOR GQIOS ON X-AXIS
r VALU- --- ARRAY TO BE FLOTTEO
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
000017 OIMtSTON VALUEIt)
000007 COMMCN / TITLE / N(63)
000007 CALL SPLT(XSTRT ,YIfr ,IH ,N(IT) TO. ,0 ,0. ,1. ,iH
00f021 On 13 T=1,KOtINT
R0026 XY = T
000027 Y = YX / KOUNT
000031 CALL FPLT (VALUE (I) ,Y









LC'ATION rzjN TAG rYM TAG RTFcPENCEI;
,;TATEMcN'? NIJlnCR RE EOENCFF
LC"ATIrN ;cN TAG SYM TAC( REFEPENCcES
t3LOCK NAMES PAN0 LchNI1HS
TITLE - CO7
VARIAPLE FL 7EPEN~S
LCfA'IgN "F N T AG SYM TAC RCFE Rc Kc'
lcc~ vIC007 1 00126 GOOC37
ma0lo0cari "0ooC1 MI NONt'
CCJ064 VviG xx 0010 30
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RUN?4 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/73.
3UBF3UTINE WINC(MNTH ,XNC ,NTPIAL ,VWIKO ,VWM ,THW ,Z 1
C------------------------------------------------------------------------
C THIS ROUTI:E COMOUTLF THE WIND PARAMETER eY USING PRE-CALCULAT'O
r rOV4sIANT COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH MONTH
C MNT4 --- ARPAY WHICH STORES THE NUMBER OF LAUNCHES FOP EACH MONTH
c (EQUAL NUMEER OF LAUNCHES PEP MONTH)
C XNC --- EOUAL TO THF ,U'I49R OF LAUNCHES PER MONTH
C NrPIIL - MONTE CARLC TRIAL REING PROCESSED
. VWTMI -- VELOCITY OF THE WIND AT THE CCNOPY HEIGHT
C VMW WAVE VELOCITY
C THW ---- WIND DIRErTTON
C 7 ---- HEIGHT O TE CANOPY
C------------------
000011 DIMESTON COVAF(72) ,mNTH(1)
000011 nATA OVAP /
C --- DAT. FOR JANUAPAY
i 3.03 ,0.91 ,7.003212934 ,-.30e39681.88
2 .335301?103 ,5.441278838 9
C --- nATA FOR FFPPU80Y
1 3.65 ,2.3 ,T.106562509 ,1.4e4711855
-1.66P550755 ,6.323570064 ,
C --- DA T I FOR MArCH
1 3.22 ,1.70 ,6.859879407 ,-.3727660442
2 .4j18P 135;29 ,6.105652724
C --- nAT5 FOR AFoIL
1 0,89 ,i.?0 ,6.713333663 ,.598q583722
2 -.7F19572687 ,5.347388170
C --- OAT' rRO MAY
1 -.71 ,0.9q ,5.096806095 ,-1.216621401 9
1.565G50691 ,3.962097464
C --- nATI FOR JUNE
1 .0.02 ,1.83 4.798 59691 ,-1.311414985
2 1.885933143 ,3.333490087 /
000011 "8'A (COVAR(I),I=:7,72) /
C --- OATA FOR JULY
1 0.94 ,2.84 ,4.488889924 ,.09983610795
2 -. 1334843370 ,3.357347453
G --- OATS F09 AUrUST
1 0.19 1.89 ,4.342658353 ,-.8232363967
2 1.0885172r,7 ,~.214315789
C --- DATi FOP SEPTEMBEP
1 -2o.6 0.40 ,5.?249?04134 ,-2.627309642
2 3. 570722742 ,3.362323016
C --- DATi cOR OCTOFEo
1 -1*56 ,-1.42 ,5.464846616 ,-2.197168964 ,
2 2. 2502420C ,4.103726057 9
C --- nAT5 FOR NOVEMPt"
1 -0.32 ,-0.7 ,6.549793840 -1' 672662742 ,
2 2.246047702 ,4. 877721732
0 --- OAT3 FOR DECEMEER
1 1.11 ,~021 ,6.766937664 ,-.5591552970 ,
2 .657758e84 ,5.752517125 /
000011 no 11 I-=,11
000012 IF(K'trIAL .GT. (I * XNC r .5)) GO TO 10
000020 MONTH = I
39
U ~n'UN!74 LEVEL 6C-27-19 39/04/73.
Ot002i GOl 'r^ 15
UOG!2?MONT4 = 12
O0024. 1 r MN'T4IMON4TH) = MNTH(MCNTH) + i
0 0Gl,?6 NI T = (MOtNITH - J) * F
VC103? rALL qPN9ZNi(3. it. 9PI)
01'037 V'IJ CCVARCKNT) + COVAR(KNT+2) * Pi + CCVAR(KNT+31 * R
OOO0L44 VV = OVAR(KK~T+I) + CO)VAR(KNT+4) *' 01 + COVAF(KNT+5) 92
C f-- OhOUTE I KILC~4ETER WI'D
9coJii VIKm = SOOT(VL 4VL + VV 4 VV)
0105 THW = ATAN2(lV , VJU)
C T y?145PILATC I KTLOMFTEP WIND DOWN TO VrONOPY HFTGHT
OO067 IF(V'<4 *GT* 14.0) CO TOl 20
11013 D= 0.16 * ( (Vi1KM / 14.0) ** 1.9)
nIGM~77 rlo Tj ?5
010077 2C ID = 3.21 *(V1KY' / 21.n ) .67)
000105 29 TF(7 151. IJ0) Gf TO 30
000111 %FWINI VI'(M * (Z / 15.) P )
100115 Gf) T ' *5
J00115 'Il VWIN!J = V11(M
0c011c- 35 VREF = V1IKM 4 (0.*13 'V c))
000123 rALL SCINN(O. ,VPLF - J.0640 ,V~m
00mi27 413 C .0214 * VCEF * VOEF
100132 r
40
WTDI n RUN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 090 /73
cUBPROGPAM L=NGTN
000315
STATEMENT FUNCTION R E E-EFCES
LCCATTON GEN TAG SVM TA REFEENCS
STATEMENT N'MBER o'=kCF es
LC1ATION GC'N TAG SYM TAG R FE~ENCES
00022 L C0123 10 000017
000G25 LO 0126 15 00021
(c0100 L)30t 50 20 000072
000106 L00052 25 03u077
000116 1.0060 30 300110
G01117 t00061 "5 000115
BLOGCK NAMES AND L NGTuS
V ARIA LE RFFEPFIerS
LOATTION S'N TAG SYM Tr'AG EFERcNCeS
001172 A00001 COVAR 000042
C0314 Y 00023 -13 000131
C61307 00011 T 000012 000 22
001304 .00013 KNT 000032 C000 4 C000 045
00- 303 VI?1I2 MGNTH 3 3A21 000024 000025 000027
003312 O00021 P 000077 00105 0C0112 000117
,c0105 V"1314 P1 000033 000041
0)3306 V0015 P2 000036 000043
00313 100 02 VRCF 000123 000130
CC0207 % 30016 VU 000045 000062
CC1310 '.0117 VV 130351 00061
0 00311 V00120 ViKM 010062 000067 0a0100 000114 000116









So4PNI 3) 00 34 000037 000127
So T ]~ n 55
ATIN? 0 13) 3




wTNO RUN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/73.
046200
42
RUN24 LEV'L 60-27-19 09/04/73*
SUDtTILTNE FOPX(A,JJ)
000034 INTEGER: A(1), 1, TT, IU(16), IL(16)
0 001 4 = t
000G4 I = 1
0U"005 J = JJ
0t0007 5 TF(I*G*.J) GO TO 7r
0]0"17 i0 K = I
"0013 TJ = (Jcl)/?
0C0015 = (T.J)
000917 I(A().LET) GO TO 20
00023 A(TJI = A(1)
000024 (I) =
000025 - A '(JY
000026 C L = J
000027 IF(0%J)GCE~T) GO TO 0
000034 A(IJ) = A(J)
000034 A8() = T
0t0035 T A (IJ)
n OOJA TF(A(IT')LE.T) Gn TO 140
000043 A(T)) = a(I)
00043 A(T) = T
000044 T 8(IJ)
0C0145 rO T! 4.
000047 3n A(L) = ~ K)
000051 n(W) = TI
0C0352 40 L = L - I'
000054 TF(f(L).GT.T) GO TO 40
000060 'T = I(L)
0C0061 50 K =( u 1
000063 IF(Af .. LT.T) GO! 'O r 0
000066 IF(K ,L-. 1) GC TO 70
000070 TF(L-T..L..J-K) GO TC 60
0 C00073 IL(M) =T
000174 IU(M)= L
000075 T = K
000076 m = P + 1
000077 rG Ti 0
000077 EC TL(M) = K
J00o1i IU(fM = J
i000103 J = L
000104 M = M + 1
000105 rcO 3 sR
000105 70 M = * - 1
000107 'F(M .0* C) RTUR J
000111 T = TL(M)
000112 J = IU(M)
000114 e8 IF(J-I ,GF. 11) GO TC 10
000117 IF(I. EO. 1) GO TO 5
000121 T - 1
000121 o90 = I + i
J001?3 IF(I, 0Q. J) GO TO 7r
000124 T = A (+1)
000125 IF(A(T) .LE.T) GO TO o0
000130 K = I
000131 Ir0 A(Kot)= Af()
43
SO'X ?UN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/14/7U,
000134 < = K - 1
000134 IF(T .LT. A(K)) G) Tf iC1
100137 8(K+) = '
000140 rn TC 10
000141 cNO
44




LOATTIN -EN TAG SYM TAC REFERENCES
STATEMCNT NIMREP PEFEEKcFc
LCCATTON G N TAG SYM TAG REFEPENCES
C0010 3 30 11 5 000121
C"E013 L 0013 1. 000117
000027 L- GO 23 20 000.0 22
3nJr047 L00037 3 000067 000070
17 '053 V10041 4c 0003 32 000041 000046 00 057
rr0062 L 0046 50 000066
003100 t30 6? 60 003 72 0n0I73
.C1106 Lrn067 70 000311 00001 000124
001115 L 1075 80 000077 C0010e
013122 00! 02 90 000130 C000141
0r3172 LO"111 100 000137
PLOCK NAmES AND LE'MSTHR
VaRIABLE FEEFOECS
LO"'aTIiN ,EN TAG SYM TtG REF-RENPES
000222 %10010 7 000006 0 0010 0O001P 000036 000070
000115 000122
3 ~22; 000 13 IJ 7030016 000033 00042
00"201 !C1002 TL 000112
000161 -0)001 TU 000113
001223 ' 10 11 J 003007 0c0010 000014 000027 000071
300114 C00115 000123
0[1224 VI300 12 K 000014 010 0 47 000062 000101 000131
r?3 ?26 V\31'014 L 000030 000050 000053 000066 000103
00C221 V3007 H 000005 000073 000100 000106 000111
C03157 V300 03 T 000020 000026 300031 000037 000045
0300064 000126 000136











~LIiD6C61-LZ-C9 13:AA31 fieNflb XtJs
RUN24 LEVeL 60-27-19 09/04/73.
SUPPaUTINE LOADS(KNTP ,IXTEN )
r ---- ----,----- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
C THIS ROUTINF COMPUTES THE LOADS ANO/OR PRESSURE ON THE VARIOUS
r COMOONENTS OF THE SNF ANO CALLS STREN WHICH OETERMINES IF THE
C COMPCNENTS HAVE FATtCE
C KNTM' --- MONTE CARL( TPIAL OBING PROCcrSEO
C TXTcN --- FLAG FOQ IV ICATION OF NOZMLE EXTENSTON
r I IXTEN = 0 NO NOZZLF EXTENSION
C IF IXTEN t C HAVE NOZZLE EXTENSION
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
100004 DIMEI4 TON CASIL(45) , CA2L (45) ,CAS2P(45) ,rAS3P(45) ,
1 FWSP(45) XNOZL(45) ,XNOZLX.X(45) AFOL(45) ,
2 AFDLX(45) ,AFSD(45) ,AFSPX(45) ,SSCASI(10)
3 SSfAS3(10) ,SSNOZLY(1il,SSAFL(10) ,SSAFSP(0I) ,
3 SSNCZL(1f) ,SSAFOLX(IO),SSAFSPX(10),
4 SSFWSO(I C) ,-H13)
C00004 COMMIN / nAMAG / IFAL(7)
000004 COMMIN / CNOTNS / VV ,VH ,TTH ,VVEL(5) ,VHOR(3) ,THETA(3)
0 0004 'POMMN / STAT / STAI(249
00C0004 DATa T$1 / -10. 1. 10* /
C --- CAS~ LOADS FOR PEAK ACCELERATION 8/21/73
00004 nATA CAS1L / 3500. ,7000. ,3500. ,4100. ,3800. ,3600. ,
i 4900. ,4300. ,3700. ,3500. ,2100. ,3500. ,
2 6630. ,5900. ,5200. ,10400., 10100. ,9800.
3 5500. , 3500. , 5500. ,iC100. , 9000. ,7900.
4 14.00. ,13O00. ,124G . , E4tC. , 5200. , 3400. ,
5 14700. ,1?9O0. ,11100. ,20800. ,19200. ,17600. ,
6 14200. , 8700. ,14200. ,24600. ,22000. ,20000.
7 35000. ,3'500. ,30000. /
C --- CASE LOAD FOR PEAK SLAPDOWN-+10 DEG TO -10 OEG (45 VALUES)
000004 DATA CAR2L / 45*0./
C rUMMY.r ASE LOAD- STRENGTH IS NOW UNIVARIATE- PUT IN AT L=0.
C --- 4I.9 OOP OMHENT FOR OAK SLAPCOWN- 8/21/73
000004 OATA CAS2P / 3'5700.,8COO.,7300.,5805.145O.,11500.,8530.,
1 3*530C.,0800.,7300.,5800.,14500.,11500.,8500.,
2 39530 . ,e000.,7300. ,5800 * ,1L50.,11500. ,8500.,
" 3' 4 30C.,000., 7300. ,5800.,14500. ,11500o.,8500.,
S3*53C C.,8000.,7300.,5800.,14500,11500.,8500./
C --- CASE PRESSURE FOR MAx SUBMERGENCE 8/21/73
000004 nATA CAS3P / 10.5 ,1.0 ,10.5 , 8.5 , 9.0 , 9.6 , 3.0 ,
1 4.0 , 5. ,18.0 ,12.6 ,12.0 , 9.5 ,i0.1 ,
? 10. , 3.0 , 4.7 , 5.9 ,14.0 ,15.0 ,14.0 ,
10.7 ,11.7 ,12.3 , 4. , 5.6 , 6.9 ,16.5 ,
4 1P.3 ,16.5 ,12.0 ,13.5 ,14.0 , 5.0 , 6.5, 8.,
5 21. ,26. ,21. ,14. ,1f. ,17o ,6. ,8.,
6 10. /
C --- NOZ?LE EX'ENSTON,JCINT WITH NOZZLE EXTENSION 8/21/73
OC0004 nA'r VtOZLX/I90O.,3CC.,3903 .,4800.,420.,3800.,5800.,4900.,
1 4200.,
2 5900.,4500.,6900.,F 900.,5900. ,5300.g000.,7400.,5709.,
3 1. 0 670 0, in 3CC. ,950 0. ,820 0.,700., 1330C ,i0600 ., 7400o.,
4 15000.,9000. ,150 0.,13100 , 11000.,91i00.,18800.,140. ,g9300 ,
5 25.E, 13.E3, 25.E3, 2.E4, 16.E3, 13.E3, 32.E3, 21.E3, 14.E3/
C --- NO 7 ZLS THPCAT LOAD -hO NOZ7LE EXTENSION 8/21/73
000004 nATA XNO2L/1700.,14CC.,1700.,2200.,2000.,1700.,29'00,2600.,230C.,
47




4 9500.,58C.,5O.,85.00.,6800.,500., 95)0.,700. ,59030.
C --- AFT O0ME LOAD WITH tCZZLE EXTENSTC1 8/21/73
0C0004 DATA AFOLX /i.E4,5.ET,I.E4,?1.E3,1E?00.,78CO.,31200.,22.E3, 124O.,
1 it? 0.,730C.,19C0.,30030. ,225CO. ,11SCC., 2200. ,30200. ,8030.
? 3t000.,i10C .,315CO.,43000. ,31000 ,16200.,7000.,40500.,6700.,
3 4IJ. ,1S000 .,451 CC., 5qOO., 41!., 2000.,7500 0.,5300. ,33000.,
4 73 1(.0.,230 0.,730C,82000., 58 E3,32.E3,1.E,73.E3,47.E3/
C --- 9T COME LOAD -NO NC2ZLE FXTENSION 8/21/73
C DATA AFL/170. , 1000., 7  2200.,000.,1700.,2q03.,60O.,2300.,
C 1 280 .,990.,28., 3000. ,263C. 2C00.,3900.,33C0.,27G0.,
r 2 4300.,28 CC., 30 .,43a .,7500.,2700.,5100.,4300.,3400.,
C 3 130 ,3800.,610., 5700 , 460C.,35C0.650 0.,530 . ,4200 .,
r 4 9500. 8500.,6800,5000,950m.,7500,,900.
C --- AFT COME COLLAPSE FRFSSURE -NO NOZZLE F TE!MTON 8/21
00004 DATA 'ICO L/57.,59.,57.,5,52., 55. 5.,47, ,9., 71.,81.,78.,68..
1 71.,7 ,61. , 4., ., . 109,ii. 109. 9. 98. ,04. 84. 88. ,91.
2 142.,161.,142., 125.,132. ,142.,0.,117.,12?.
3 ;20. ,26L.,220.,183.,t95. ,207.,155.,165.,175./
C --- AFT SKTQT rOLLAPSE PFESSURE -NC N07ZLE EXTENSION 8/21
000004 DATA AFSF/33'.,45., ,12.,60,,50. 94.,
i 3"0.,35.,27., 0.,53.,40.,29.,
2 3*0,,26.,12., 0.,47.,30.,17.,
3 710. ,2t., C., 0 ,40 ,20. S.,
4 30., 6., E., 0.,30.,10., 0./
C --- ACT SKIRT COLLAPSE FOESSURE -WITH NOZZLE EXTENSION 8/21/73
001,04 DATA 4FSPX/40.4 . ,35 .12., 60., 50.44.,
1 3*1.,35.,23., 0.,53.,40.,29.,
3,*0. ,26. 12. , 0.,47.,30*, 17°,
3 3*~.,21., C., 0.,40.,20., 5.,
4 3 0., 6., r., 0.,30.,10., 0./
C --- FORWARf) SKIRT PPESSURE - PEAK SLAPOOWN 8/21/73




4 47.,L3.,47.,58.,52,52 0., 1 04.,80.,47./
C --- STRPNGTH FOR CASE - PEAK ACCEL - LCAD 8/30/73
000004 DATA SSAS1i /27.3E3,3.E4,32.7E3,34.2E3,36.E3,42.3E3,44.153,
1 45o6E3,48.33,51.E3/
C --- STR NGTH FOR CASE - MAX SUBMER - FPEFSURE 8/29/73
900004 DATA SZCAS3 /?2.5,22.5,24.5, 25.7,27*,3167,331,34.1,36.2,38,2/
r --- NO'ZLE THPOAT STOENGTF - W/O EXT BAtELTNE 8/30
000004 OATA SSNOZL /5460.,6r00C,6540.,6840.,720O.,8460.,8820.,9120.,
1 9660.,102C0./
--- NOZLE THPOAT SToENGTH - WITH EXT BASELINE 8/30
000004 PAT8 SSN07LX/5460. r0C.,6540. 6,840.,72C0.,8460.,8820.,9120.,
1 96E0.,10200./
C --- STR-NGTH FOR AFT DOE -COLLAPS pRES- BASELINE W/o EXT. 8/30/73
000094 DATA SSAFDL /45.5,50.,54.5,57.,60.,70.5,73.5,76.,80.4,85./
C --- TRNGTH FOR AFT DO E -LOAD WITH EXT - BASELINE 8/30
OC0 !4 "ATA SSAFOLY3.7E3 ,15.E3, 16.3E3,17. E3; 18.E3,21.1E3,22. 1E3,
1 22.9E3,24.2E,25.5T3/
48
LC S UtJN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/7'.
C --- SToN GTH FOR AFT SKIRT - COLLAPSE rRESS-FASELINE W/O EXT.8/3C
n0004 DATE SSAFSP /43.7, 4 8.,6?.4,54.7,9 7.6,67.7,70.6,73.,77.3,
8 1.7/
C --- ST>NGTF FR AFT SKIRT - COLLAPSe PRES-ESELINE WITH EXT 8/30
00004 DATA SSAFSFX/43.7,48.,52,4,54.7,57.6,67.7,70.6,73.,77.3,81.7/
C --- STO.NGTH FO? FWO SKIRT - PO-SSURE BASELTNE 8/30
000004 DATA 'SFWSF /1 .9,12.,13.1,13.7,14.4,16.9,17.65,18.2,19.3,20.4/
C --- FIPST CHECK MX SLAFOW4 BECAUSE CNLY IT CAN CAUSE SINKAGE
C
0C0004 TFLAG = 0
C CC005 CALL R IVAR(CAS?L . LO ,0 1
030007 CALL.IVAF(CAS2P ,FFpES ,1 )
000012 STATft) = STPT(I) + XYtl
000014 cTAT(l) = AMINTk(STAT(2) ,XLOD )
100017 STAT() = AMAXI(STPT(3) ,XLOD )
000022 STAT(4) = STAT(4) + Xv'ES
0030024 STA f!) = AMINi(STAT(E) ,XPRES )
000026 STAT(r). = AmAXi(STAT(6) ,XPRES )
000031 CALL RL&F (XLOD ,XFFPS ,IFAIL ,KNTMC
003036 IF(IFATL .NF. 2) FC To 10
000042 IFAL (2) = IFAL(9) + 1
000043 oETUtN
C --- CASE LOAD FOP PrAV ACC LERATION
00344 10 CALL TRIVAP(CASIL ,LOO ,I
000 47 STAT(7) = STAT(7) t XLOD
Oo000i STA'13) = AMTNi(STT (8) ,XL Or )
000054 STA T (9) = AMAXi(STPT(9) ,XLOf )
0000r7 CALL ST01N(SSCASI ,>LOD ,KFAIL )
C --- CAI- PRFSSURE FOR PAX SUBMERGENCE
000063 15 tALL TPI AR(CAS3P ,YFPES 1 )
000066 STAT(tI) = STAT(1F) + XPES
000070 STA(itl) = AMTNI(STAT() ,XPRES )
000073 STAT(12) = AMAYt (IAT (2) ,XPRES )
000076 IALL cfTEN(cSCAS3 , OFFS ,JFAIL )
00010o IF(I=IL .NE. I .ANC. KFATL .NF. 1 .AND. JFAIL .NE. i) GO TO 20
CO0113 IFAL(3) = IF4L(3) + 1
000114 TFLA, = I
r --- FORWA90 SKIRT POESSLPE
000115 20 CALL T-IVAP(FWSP ,XFEFS ,i )
300120 STAT(13) = STAT(13) + XPRES
000122 STAT(14) = AMTNI(ST T(14) , XPES
000125 STAT (1) = AMAXI(STAT(15) ,XPRES )
000130 CALL STREN(ISFWSP ,YFPES ,IFAIL
000132 TF(IFATL .E(. 0) GO TO 25
000135 IFAL (4) = IFAL(4) + 1
000136 IFLAT = 1
300i17 25 TF(TXTEN *NE. 0) GO TO 100
C --- NOZ?LE LOAC WITHOUT EXTENSION
000140 fAtL TOIVAP(XNOZL , LOF0 , I
001147 STAT(i6) = STAT(16) + XLOD
000145 STAT(17) = AMINI(STAT(17) ,XLOD )
A001 0 STA' (18 = AMAXI(STAT (18) ,XLOO )
000151 CALL STREN(SSNOZL ,LD00 ,IFAIL
000155 IF(IcATL .EQ. G) GO TO 30
000160 TFAL(5) = IFAL(5) + 1
49
LNOS RUN?4 LEVEL 60-27-19 39/04/73.
000161 TFLA' = t
C --- AFT COM LOAD K0 NC27LE EXTENSTON
000162 30 CALL 'ITVAF(AFCL 9XLCL )
"00165 STAT(13) = STAT(19) + XL00
000167 STAT(23) = AVTN1(ST'AT29) ,XLOO 1
000172 STAT(21) = AuAXi (S1AT(21) ,XLOO )
0J0175 CALL !TREN(SSAFOL ,XLCO ,IFAIL )
001177 TF(TFATL .EO. C) nr TP 35
00202 TFAL(6) = IFAL(6) + 1
000207 TFLC = I
r --- AFT S'TFT FRESSUPF tC NOZZLE EXTENSTON
000204 35 CALL TRIVAP(AF'F ,XFRES , )
000207 XPPRF = AMXi(XPrS,C.)
90?13 STAT(2") = STAT(22) + XPOES
000214 STAT (73) = AMINI(SAl(?23) ,XP-ES )
0"0217 STAT(24) = AoX1l(STAT(24) ,XPPES )
S1 0 P 2,ALL STREN(FSAFSP ,YOPES ,IFATL )
000224 TF(I~ITL .EO. C) cC TO 40
00"227 IFL (7) = TFAL(7) +
010230 40 IF(TFLAG .EP. i) RFTUPN
000233 IFAL i) = IFAL(1) + 1
r3035 oCTUI
C--- NOZ7LE LODP WITH NO2ZL7 EXTENSICN
0002-5 i1) "ALL TIVAR(XNOZLX ,XLO ,1i )
0C0240 STAT(15) = STAT(16) + XLOO
00024.2 STAT (17) = AMTNI(STAT(17) ,XLO )
000245 STAT( ) = AMAX1(S'fAT(t8) ,XLOD
000250 ^LL 'TEN(SSNCZLX ,XL- , IFAIL)
000252 TF(TAIL .EO.. C) GO TC 105
000255 IFAL (9) = IFAL(5) + I
000256 IRFLA = i
C --- AFT OOME LCAO WITH VOZZLE EXTENSTON
000257 105 ^ALL TRIVAR(AFCLX ,tOO )
300262 STAT(19) = STAT(la) + XLO
00264 STA (20) = AMITNi(STT(20) ,XLO )
"00?67 STAT(21) = A XI(ST T(21) ,XL00 )
00027? 3ALL STREN(SSAFOLX ,YLOP ,IFAL )
001274 IF(I A L .EQ. 0) Cf TO 110
000277 IF'L(5) TFAL(6) +
000300 TFLAG = 1
C --- AFT SKIRT FRESSURr kITH EXTENSION
000301 11 r'ALL 'RIVAR(AFSPX ,XFPES I
000304 Yoc, = AMAXI(XFQS,Tr.)
000310 STAT(2?) = STAT(22) + XPRcS
000311 STAT(23) = AMINi(STAT(?3) ,XPRES )
000314 STATt24) = AMAXI(STAT(24) ,XPRES )
000317 CaLL STREN(SSAFSPX ,FYPES ,IFAIL
000321 IF(I~TL .EQ. C) GC TO 120
0 0124 IFAL (7) = IFAL(7) +
000T2c 121 IF(IcLAr .EP. 1) RFTUPN








LC'IATTO ?FN TAG SYM TAr REFERNrFES
STATEMEFT NUjHBEP PcFrOENCcs
LOCATION rZN TAG SYM TAG REFERENCES
000045 LC30003 10 000042
0[0r04 L00'44 15 NON"
001116 L"1064 20 00113
001140 LJOil 25 001135
C01167 L0"'120 30 300160
001205 t,30135 35 000202
013231 L0153 40 i0022 7
001236 tL0i60 100 300141
3C0260 LO3175 1.5 00055
(01302 130212 110 000277
CCl326 Lt0230 120 000324
BLOCK NAMES AND LNilHS
DAMAG - C10607 'NrTNS - 00001e STAT - 000030
VARIABLE RECERENEI
LCCATIIN EN TAG SYM TAG REFEENCES
OC1047 A00010 AFOL 000163
001124 aO11 AFnLX 000260
001201 e00012 AFP 000205
001256 100013 ASDy 000302
000354 Co001 CASi1 030045
C 0471. eOC?0l2 CAS?L 000005
1,3506 F00 3 CAS2P 0O0010
C00563 100004 C aP 000064
3'0640 00C0 5 FWSP 000116
001473 10004L IFAIL 300034 000040 00102 000131 000134
000157 000176 000201 000223 00022E
000?54 000273 000?76 000320 00C0323
001000C01 ,30 26 IFAL 000234 000 331
001470 400035 IFLAG 000005 000115 000137 00016? 000204
000257 000301 000326
001475 9q0 42 JFATL 000077 01 i11t
001474 00041 KFATL 000060 000105
001371 A10017 SSAFOL 000175
001427 '00022 SSAFfLY 00027?
001403 00120 SSAFSF 30022?
001441 103023 SSASFIP 030317
CE1333 t00014 SSCS1 000057
001345 100015 SSCAS3 000076
001451 e 00024 SSFWSF 000130
301415 50021 SSNOZL 000153
S0177 00 16 SSNOZLX 000250
51
Lr'1OS RUN?4 LEVEL 60-?7-1q Jq/04/73.
CC'000C03 1CJnZ2 STAT 300013
CC013rn2 3 0071 THETf NONE
10t465 !0n125 THi NONF
003C1CCrP2 e00 30 VPO NONE
GC7' 3? C0 27 VVEL NONC
C1471 I ?16 XL OO 00006 000013 0C0032 030045 000050
000141 00144 000154 C00163 000166
000236 000241 CC000C251 000260 000263
GC715 J00 CE XNOZL 000141
Ci0772 r0007 N07t Y 300236
001472 C] 0"7 XPOES 30001 0r0023 3OC33 000064 000067
000116 000121 100131 000205 000210
0003332 C00305 000321







SYMBOL I EEcENC S
TFTVAR ( COC 07 C000012 00047 000066 000120 00014 000165
37?240 000262 000704
SLAP 300036





TUN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/73.
'UR CUTINE TRIVAR(TAEL ,XOUT ,KFLAG )
e--------------------------------------------- ---------------------------
C TrIS OuTITNF OCvS A SFFCIFIC TRTVARIANT INTE9POLATION
C TAPL --- TAELE THAT FAS FUNCTIONAL VALUFS IN IT
C XnU T --- VALUE COMPUTEP 9Y OLUTTN -
C wVLA -- FLAG TC I;OICATE IF A NEW TQIAL IS 9ETNG PROCESSED
r IF KILAG = C NEW TQIAL
C IF KFLA' = 1 OLD TPIAL
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
000005 r'OMM'N / CNDTNIS / VV ,VH ,TTH ,VVEL(5) PVHOO(3) ,THETA(3)
000005 1I rNSTOK TAIL fi)
"00005 IF(KFLAG .NE. 0) GO TO 41
C --- DO kOT KEEr TO RECALCI'LAT; . LOCATION SINCF NOT 4 NEW TRIAL
000006 Kv = 0
000016 JJ =
000007 Ir = I
0 00010 nn i K=1,5
00001; KK S - v
000016 IF(VCt (KK) *LE. VV) GO TO 15
000022 10 CONMINl'
000024 15 TF(K' .EC. F) KK = £
000027 nn 21 J=1,3
000034 JJ = 4 - J
000035 IF(VR(JJ) .LE. VH) GO TO 25
S0 0041 2r CONT I JU'
000043 25 TF(Jj .Tr. 3) JJ = 2
0 0046 nO ' T=1,3
000053 II = 4 - T
000954 IF(T-T(II) .LE. TTP) r0 TO 35
00 060 0 rONT 1.1TIF
000062 35 IF(TI .E,. '1 IT = 2
100067 LOC = II . 3 * (JJ-1) 4 9 4 (KK-1)
000073 LOCI = LCf + q
000075 nVV = VVFL(KK+I) - VVEL(KK)
000077 OV = VV - VVEL(KY)
000100 rVH = (vH - VHOP(JJ)) / (VHOR(JJ+1) ; VPOR(JJ))
000104 OTH = (TTH - THETA(I~) / (THETA(II+I) - THETA(II))
000113 40 G7 = TAPL(LCCi+4)
000114 r6 = TAPL(LOC1+3)
000116 Gc = TAPL(LCrO+1)
000117 G = TABL(LOC1)
000120 r = TABL(LCC44)
000122 r2 = TAaL(LrC+3)
000123 01 = T AL (L Cf+1)
000125 G. " = TABL(LC )
000126 nr0 = (G6-GG) / OV
00013" nGi = (G5-Gi) / 0VV
000132 nf2 = (06-G2) / OVV
000135 ODG (G7-G3) f nfV
000140 Ga = GL + OV 00"m
0014 G GI + OV D O-1
000145 r, = G2 + CV * 0-2
000150 GO G1 + tPV 00-3
000152 GAA = GA + CVH ' (GOC- A)
000155 GBB = GP + OVH * (GI - G9)
53
TPIVAR RUN24 LFVEL 60-27-19 09/04/73.




TRT VRR RUN24 LFVEL 60-27-19 09/04/73.
SU t PROGPAM LENGTH
OrO?5?
STATEMENT FUNCTION !.FEqENC-S
LOATI 1N 1N TAG SYM TAC RCFEENCFS
STATEMENT NM'IBEP P~cecN crS
LC'ATI)N 1 1 TAG SYM lAC REFRPENCES
cc.025 L(C325 15 100022
000C44 LC0041 25 000041
0(1063 LO0O55 35 000060
00C1112 00066 40 00o006
BLOCK NAPES AND LcN31HS
C0TN - 010'16
VARIABLE FEEPcN'Ez'
LOCATIIN JEN TAG SY" TAG REFERENCES
0 l1240 jon036 r)GO 030132 000141
CC(?41 V"0037 OGi 0001 35 000143
C012G2 9C)40 nrG2 000137 001146
O0r243 VC0041 OG3 000142 00015r
0C0227 00025 OTH 000111 000162
rC"~25 V13023 DV 000101 0 014'0
r(fl 9?6 10024 CVH 000105 000154
30C224 Y00122 PDV 000100 000130 000134
001244 V.30042 GA 000144 000153
0 0?50 nO 46 GAA 000156
CCO245 V0"43 GF 000147 0O'C0156
0.0251 V000 4 7 GP 000161
003246 I000 4 4 GC 000151
000247 V00045 Gn 000153
003237 V000 73 G6  000127 000141
CC001236 V0 034 l1 000125 000144
C31235 '10n33 G2 000124 000133 000146
001234 %003.2 G3 000122 000136 100151
0 1)233 V3 00 3 G4000121 00012E
C00232 V00030 GS 000120 000131
000231 9'00027 C6 000116 000133
011230 01n026 (77 000115 000176
001221 00 16 I 000050 000052
0(3216 v00011 II 000010 00055 000067 000071 000104
Cl1227 V! 014 J 000031 000033
0J1215 V0010 JJ 00 010 000036 000f44 000066
(03217 U01012 K 010012 000014
1C0214 3" 107 Kv 000307 000017 00C025 000067
CC1222 V00020 LOC 000074 000112
003223 4' 00 21 tOf~ 000075 00011I
0(0013r01 r0n003 THETA 000056
I0002CO1 %CO"17 TTH 000052 000107
0CE001'01 IV0 015 VH 000033 c00103
55
TTARUJN?'. LEVEL F)C-27-19 09/04/~739
~C. II 0fO01 v ra 0 3 vV v 111014 000077




0 0O0 1 )7
START OF IN) IRErTC
EvTERNAL R~cEPENCcS
S YlBOL R E rE RLNrfl'




RIJN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/0/72.
;UBRIUTITNE WRIT(VtL )
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C THIS -10iTINE WRITES CUT THE r)AMAGE CONDITICN SUMMARY
C-------------------------------------------------------
000002 rOMO3I / STAT / cTAT(?4)
000002 COMMON / PArG / TFAL(7)
000002 COMmN f NUMRFR / NTFIAL
000002 CnMMCN / CFTOAT / PEF(7)
00000? XX = CLOAT(NTRIAL)
000004 no 21 J=1,7
nc0011 pp (J) = IFAL(J) / XX
000012 20 r0NTTN U
0C0013 NOqINK = hTTIAL - IFAL(2)
000015 STATII) = STAT(1) / NTRIAL
000017 STAT(4) = STAT( ) / F'TIAL
0t0020 nn 25 1=7,22,7
000025 STAT(J) = STAT(J) / NOSTNK
900027 25 rONITNUIE
000030 WRITT(6,2 00) (STAT(T),T=t,6)
00035 WPIT ' ( 6,2501) (STA T(I) ,T=7 9)
C000044 WTT(6,25C2) (STAT(I),I=10,12)
0C0053 WRIT (, 2503) (STAT (I) =t3,15)
001J62 WPITF(6,250 4 ) (FTAT(I),I=16918)
000071 WRITE(6,2565) (STAT(I),T=19,21)
030100 WOrT (6,2506) (STAT(I) ,T=?22,4)
000107 WPI7 (', 2o9) VEL ,NTPIAL
000120 WRIT.(, 2C01) IFAL (1) ,PER(t)
000131 WPITT(6,2002) IFAL (2) ,PER(?)
000142 WoITr(6,20C3) TFAL(3) ,P-R(3)
000153 WRIT-(6,20C4) IFAL (L,) ,PER(4)
000164 WRIT (6,2005) IFAL () ,PEP(;)
000175 WPITT (6, 2006) IFAL (6) ,PCR(6)
000206 WRITE(6,2007) IFAL (7) ,ER(7)
000217 2c99 FORMIT(IP~135X,24HDOAAGE CONDITION SUMMARY,//,
i 36X,F4.0,iiH METERS/S 7f,2X,
2 i5HDESIGN VELCCITY,f,
3 3EX,I4,iqH MCIhTF CARLO TPIALS,//,
4 6X,16HOAMAGE CONOITION,53X,
5 9HNUMPEP OF,8Y,HPmRO8. OF ,/,
6 75X,11HOCCURFENCr-S,6X ,1iHOCCURRENCE)
0C0'20 2500 FCRMiT(IHG,5X,42HLOA STATISTTICS FOR MAX. SLAPOOWN-NOT USED,/,
i 10X,4HMEAN,2X,FI0.2,2X,7HMIIMUM,22X,F10.2,2X,7MAXTMUP,
2 2XFi0.2,//,
3 6X37HHOOP MCPFNT FOR MAYIMUM SLAFOOWN /,
4 0X,4HMEAN,2X,C10.2,2X, 7HMINIMUP,2X,Fi0.2,2X,7HMAXIMUP,
5 2X,Fi0.2)
000220 2511 F3RmT(tH0,5X,77HLOA'C STATISTICS FOR PEAK ACCELERATION,/,
1 IOX,'4HMEAN,2X,F1.2,2X,7HMINIMUM,2XFi.2,2X,7FMAXIMUPM
2 2X,FIO.2)
000220 2F12 FORMr(H10,5X,42HPREESUR! SATISTICS FOR MAXIMUM SUBMERGENCE,/,
I i OX4HMEAN, ?X,FiC.2,2X, 7HMINIMUM, 2 , 10 .2,2X,7HMAXIMUM,
2 2Y,Fi0.21




WCI T RUN?4 LEVEL 60-?7-i9 09/04/73.
0 G 012 0 2504 FORMITCIHt,5X,?r7HTHRrAT SATTSTIrS FOR f OZZLE,/,
I. ifX,MEAN,2X,F10.2,2X, 7HMINIMUP4,2Y,FIO .2,2X7Ht'AXIIPUM,
2 ? ,F13.2)
nCO?0 2 S -5 FORM IT(iIFU, F) I27HLO ArFPESSURES FOP AFT OCME%,
1 1tX,4HMEAN,2X,FIC.2,'X, 7HMINIMtJM, 2),FIU.?,2X,7HMAXIMUd,
2 ?9(,FiI.2)
000220 2516 FOR~l C1F0,5X,32HP-SISr'E SATIL TICS FOR AFT SKIRT,/,
I iCX,4HMcAN,2(,Fl .-, 'X, 7HMII\IMUM,2) FIC.2,2X,7HMAXIMUP,
2 2Y,FiO.2)
OC022P 2031 Pl1pM~trIti2,5X,9HNO OAVG%62X,T4,15X,F6.4)
000220 2r)? FORMIT(19-0,-X,7HSINI<fG%64X,I4,i5X,F6.4)
000220 2r13 POm'(H, (9H2 ! rM-NfT,62XT4,t5X,F6.4)
09J?20 2014 FORMIT (1H0,5X, I3HFORIVAPF S'(TRT ,56X ,T4,15Y,F6.4)
000220 201r rOPMIT (IHIP,5X,6HNOZ7LE,6D5X,I4,15X,Fe.4)
000220 2016 FORMiT (1l-HO5X 9 8HAFT C,'Sr3X, T 4 ftX F6.14)








LO"ATTON r-N TA( SYM TA- REFEPENCcE
STATEMAFh'T NUIBER RFc'-ENCEF
LOVATION G-N TAG SYM Te( REFEPENCES
C01)507 IJ.263 2001 000121
r(C514 00270C 2002 0Ol13"
C00521 '00275 2J03 000143
CC152F6 90302 2004 001154
C(054 010310 2V05 000165
(01541 ^00315 2r06 000176
001546 101322 2007 000207
0',303 ""0057 2500 00J)30
000347 ^30123 25J1 003J36
0"0367 ^00143 2502 000045
00C407 r3"163 2503 0)J0 4
Or)427 :00203 2504 700063
0(447 '12?23 2505 000"72
C0047 "01243 2506 000101
07226 r01002 ?99q 300110
RLOCK NAME. ANI LENTHS
STAT - C00030 IAMAG - 000007 NUMBER - 000001 CSTOAT - 000007
V8RIAQLF ECPEEiFMS
LCTION R=N TAG. SYM TAG REFERENCES
0057t1 00011 I NONr
o000007 0lo0r2 IFAL 300007 000125
000567 ; 01 07 J 000 05 00C0022
C01571 I7010 NOSINK 000016 000025
oC000 003 V00006 tNTRIAL 000303 600014 000116
C00000C 04 -000C3 PER 000010 000127
Cr0000C11 n00001 STAT 100015 000024 000"33
001566 \ 01C5 XX 000004 000010
START OF CCNSTHM'S
000224






CUTOTC 73 032 000034 00035 000041 000043 000044 000050
59
~WIT RUN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/73.
11053 C00057 0006t 06oOO2 0002 66 000070 000071]30077 0O01CC 0001 07 000113 000115
100120 000124 300126 I00130 000131 0013E 000137
S"i2 03014E 003150 000152 000153 000157 00Q161
300164 C00170 000172 000174 000175 030201 000203





RUN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/73.
3JUB OUJTIN~ YY7 (X ,Y ,Z ).
C- ---------------------------------------------------
0 C GTVEN A COLUMN OF MAJCF OYCLE TIMES,X,A CCLUMN OF MAJOR CYCLE
C VALUS,Y,THIS FUNCTICr FITS A THIPC OEGREF POLYNOMIAL TO THE
C VALU-. OF Y TO rOMPLIE THe DESIRED VALUE CF Z AT TIME X.
Cr-----------------------------------------------------------------------
000005 OIMFN TON X(i) ,vY() p7(1)
0000 K =
00005 I=
00 7 n = (X(J-1)-X(J)) * (Y(J)-X(J+1)) * (X(J-I)-X(J+I)
000016 IF (AF(0) *LE. i.E-F ) GO TO 20
000023 7(K+1) = (Y(J-i)-Y(J)) (Y(J)-X(JI+t))-(Y(J)-Y(J+I))
(X(J-1)-X(J))
000073 7(K+ ) = (X(J-1I-X(J)) 4 (X(J-1)+X(J)) ( V(J)-Y(J+1)l -
i (X(J)-Y(J+I)) ' (X(J) Y(J-I)) ' (Y(J-1)-Y(J))
000051 7(K+3) = X(J-1) Y X(.J) 4 Y(J+I) * (X(J-1)-X(J)) + X(J+1) *
1 X(J-1) ' Y(J) ' (X(J+I)-X(J-1)) + X(J) * X(J+I) *
2 Y(J-i) ' (X(J)-X(J+I))
00066 no0 t T=J,3
000075 10 7(K+T) = Z(K +T) /
i]101 15 IF(K .ME. G ) G-O TO L0
000102 J = 3
000103 =
000104 GO T" 5
000104 20 Z(K+!) = 0.
000106 IF(X(?) .EO. X(7) ) CO TO 30
000113 7(1(+' = (Y(3)-Y(2)) / (X(3)-X(2))
000117 7(K. ) : (Y(2) * X(3) - (3) X(2)) / (X(3) - X())
001124 rA T1 15
000125 30 Z('+ ) = G.
000126 7(K+') = (Y(2)+Y(3)) / 2.
000131 On TO 1y
000132 4C Z(7) = X (2)




)X Y' UN?4 LEVEL 6P-27-19q 09/04/73.
S:UBPROG 0 8 LcNGTH
0"0231
STATEMEN FINCTION FE 'FeNCczS
LC'ATTON GEM TAG SYM TAG REF-QENCES
STATEMEN T hUMPER PEcioENCES
LCCATION G-N TAG SYM TAr REFERNCES
10010 A00011 5 030104
C 11i? t00125 15 000124 000132
.0105 tLC132 20 00002t
001125 LO'1)~ 30 000110
001133 LCIU43 40 00172
'rLOCK NAMES aNO LENSTHS
VARIABLE RFFEPENrEc
LOCATION SEN TAG SYM TAG ReFERENCES
001227 ]0 006 n 030016 000072
0C1230 %0"0 7 T 300067
1C)526 '00005 J 301007 000010 000022 000103













R IN?4 LEVEL 60-?7-19 09/04/72.
FUNC ION EVAL( ,T )
C---------------------------------------
r GIV 4A COLUMN CF MAJCR CYCLE VALUES,X, AKC A TIME T, NHTS
C FUNrTION IFTER:CLATES FOR A VALUE CORR SPCNOING TO TIMF T.
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
OC '10 4 DITM NSrON X(1 )
000004 Y ( (1) * T + Y(2)) * T + X(7)
000007 7 = (w(4)* T f Y(S)) * T + X(6)
005013 IF(X(7) .EC. X ) ) C Tn 10
000016 77 = (x() - ') / (YX() - X(7))
O000021 A. = Z7 v + (1 .- ZZ) Z
000J26 R-ETI!7N
o0000U. 10 cVAL = (Y + 7) / 2.
0 C 0031 9-TUN'
000032 rNn
63




LC^,TTnkl FN TAC "Zm T4C REFEPPNCE;
STATEMrVT N'JMBEP PrPF~ncKFF'
LC IATTON G~hl TAG SYM Tt.G Rr7F7PENrES
OO01127 L1001i3 i3 090015
'3LOCKh NAV~ES ANO LFNC*1H'
VARIt8PLF RE EREN Fc
LCATION GrN IAG SYM TAC R~rEPENCES
0fi1067 J '3 9 3 E YAL 1141006 I000031
a ( Ia . YnOon4 V 3003 1 OCO023 OC C",27
JOO7i VI~fO05 7 0900t3 OCOO?24 OC0027
0 0107? Y", 10 6 Z7 aa01
START OF C (N 'T 6 'T4S
STAIRT OF 7EPO9~'Ir
non








RUN24 LEV7L 60-27-19 09/04/73.
SUBI1?JTINE COSTFL (PrCST ,NUM ,TEP
C ------- ------------------------------------------------------
C THTS qnUlIIF CLCTS- THE P-FJURISHMFNT COST VS. TERMINAL VELOCITY
C ANMO THE rEVFLOFM7NTAL COSTS, DFFURBISHMCNT COSTS ANO THE TOTAL
r nF TPE TWO
C RrOST --- rfFUR9TSPH.ENT COST FOR THE OESIGN VPLOCITIES
C N!DM ----- TOTAL NUMRFR OF DESIGN VELOCITIES
C TER ----- ARA WITH VAPIOUS DESIGN VELOCITIES
C---------------------------------------------------------------------------
J00005 OIMENSTON PCOST(1) ,TER(I) ,OEVCST(20) ,TITLE(6) ,X(201)
1 Y(201) ,XX(12) ,YY(12l ,Z(8)
00P005 NAME IST / DEVEL / CEVCST
000005 DATA TITLE / O1HrCST JS. T ,IOHERMINAL VE ,iOHLCCITY
I 10H(T VS. MET ,iOHERS/SEC ,10H
0000C WQI T ( F, 1030)
000010 1010 FORMt(irH,5X 26HRFFRBISHMENT COST SUMMAPY)
000012 O0 V I=1 ,NUM
000014 WoITi (A, 1001) TEr(I) ,9COST()
000031 5 rONTTIUE
000034 1011 FORMAT(IHO,5X,11HOLSIGN VcL.,Fi0.2,10X,I2HCOST (T/SRB),5X,F10.1)
C --- WILL HAVE O0 CHANGE YMAX WHEN GET DATA
000034 VMAX = 4,10000.
000035 CALL SOLT(0. ,20. ,1H ,TITLE ,C. ,i. ,0. ,YMAX iH
000046 nO 11 T=t,201
000055 X(I) = I / 2.- .5
C 005-7 10 CnNTTIIIE
000062 YY(1) = RCOST(1)
000063 XX(1) = TER(1)
000064 ,UtJMI = FUM 1
000065 YY (NUJ -2 ) = rCOS T('U M)
000066 XY(NLM+') = TEP(NUI)
000170 nO ?0 T=2,NUMI
000075 XX(I) TrR(T-i)
00,076 YY(T) = PCOST(I-i)
000100 20 rONT T E
000101 NflMMNt = NUM - 1
000104 DO 3! T=1,NUMMN1
000107 IST = XX(Ti) + 1
000111 ISP = XX(T42)
.00113 CALL (Y7(XX(I) ,YV(I) ,7)
000116 00 31 II=ISTTSc
000122 V(IT) = FVAL (Z ,X(II)
000127 CALL FFLT(X(II) ,Y(II)
000134 30 rONTThll -
000141 CALL TELT(0)




CrSTPLT RUN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/72.
qUBPROGP f LENGTH
001147
STATFMFNT FUNCTIOM l iFRNCES
LC-ATION IEN TAG SYM TAr REFFRENCES
STATEMNI NUM nER R'FENrcFS
LC~ArION !EN TAC SYM TAC REFEPENCES
3t2011 '00002 1000 000005
001166 C 10 07 1001 100-114
BLOCK NAIFS ANr L NGIHS
VAPIAaLE REF EPENrCE
LCfATI)N 3'-N TAG SYM TAG REFERENPES
0O01224 O O01 CEVrST 100154
001141 '00-13 I 000014 000020 000024 000032 OC0052
000106 000137
C01146 401021 TI 300122 000126 00C13
001145 V00020 IZo 000113 0001!5
001144 400017 TST 000112 000120
001143 vC3016 NUMMNI 000104 000140
001142 %03715 NUMt 310066 000073
0 C250 'C0 02 TITLF 000137
0Cc?56 0 03 X 100054
001 100 100f05 Xy 000364 0000C74
000567 010 04 Y NONE
C01141 V0On14 YMAX 001035 C00043
001114 A00006 YY 000063 000074


















CC'TPLT RUN?4 LEVEL 60-27-19 99/04/73.
UNUSED CCMFILEP SPdE
67
RUN24 LEVEL 60-27-19 09/04/73.
lSURfn!lTINE SPNRNI ( A ,P)
C SUBROtINE SPNRNC NOPMALITEO PANDOM NUMBERS
C A EnUALS THE MEAN OF THEF NORMAL CUPVE.
C 8 EQUALS THE STANDARC DFV!ATION OF THE CUPVE
r P IS TH- INITIAL NUMFER INPUT ANO CONTAINS THE RANDOM
r NIMF'R WHLN THE oEILPNrO TO THE CALLING PROGPAM.
r OANmr MIST BF INITIALI'7O IN THE CALLING qCLTINFE WITH A
r rUNCIION STATFMENT LIKF, RAN'(X) WFF'Rr Y IS .GT. ZFRO.
000005 P -c NF(0.)
0.0110 Z =Ffl.
0C0011 TF (.G T.0.5) Z=1.0-Z
000016 F -SORT(ALOF-(i.0/(Z*7)))
000025 XN =2. 15517+E#*(.802.83.0i1032 *E)
010030 yn =1.0*E*(i.4 3 27 8 8 + E4 (.189269+.C013 8.))
0 C036 XQ =E-XN/ C
000037 TF (7.L ,C.5) XO= - x O
000045 P =A+ *XO
OC0047 R "rl h
000050 Fmn
68
SPNRNI RUN?4. LEVEL 60-27-19 90/7!
SL9PROGPAt LFtNtGTH
STATEMENT FUNCTION !cFEENrES
LOIATTr)N SEN TA6 IZYM1' REFERCNCFS
ITATEMEN'T NUJMBER P'-CclNCFS
LCf',AT1ON rEN TAG SYM TAfl 1'TFEo7NrES
BLO(rK NA EF AND LFNGIH'.S
VA.RIABLE FFF7E~EN~cS
LCCATION G=N TAG SYM TAC REFEPENCES
0C1l12 YPn0O05 F 00090's
1]09 114 YiII007 XO 000036
C0113 v!'J006 XN O30n32
J'Moii 0 00u No 030042 000046








p6NF f 1 no06
At1G 10O012





I S C,*T = IISUJJA Z *~ E Z 1410A I(I.dN I $d
SZ * = tj'IA * 14I1CI A 2 IrdN I d
I=51SUIA ' £h I kICIkA I fl cWt1 1d
S9-3 02*' 9+?CbV, = (9)lSOO 0
' 14~V 14~ 9 4J962' 9+:jics , 9+idtLL ' (T) ISO riccj 3
N01 S N3Ix ~C i~C S3
'+ Z 9+1 (9) ISOZ3
C34i~ 9i fT' Y+sYo2 94A J*2' 941~lz T t) IS() S 0Sa d
N I 161 31X 7 ON 60J Sl1SO'
'~~~~~ E. ?)9~- I~- LV'LC~- = ( ;) IMH I
1,ii3 .I 'NCc1' 1. Z i* C C A , ,, *'J = (I ) .h le ~ i~
IfIdINI H'IaiKVS 0*9
7.0 SAMPLE OUTPUT
TER.NIIL OFl%1(N '/F"LO!TTY It.*"1T /
LOAP ST"T 13Tlr,'; FO, MAX SL'D)W-O USEn
H1OOP AOME* NT FOR maXIMI.M 'zl-AP)OWN
LOA9 STOTTLSTICS FOR P-4K CCFLE, TIO.
P R ES S U~ cJ ATI TIC(S F(,'-'AXMJ -R''F~ltC
VE a 1 .71 M IN I iul 3.2C Mlt YIMIJ M 13.81
PFE'7URE SATISTIrS rOJ-? EORWANJD SK<IRT
t*F 155 .651 'I I' Lt4.13 AXI 1IJ 1. 4,3
THROAT S41ISTICS FO' N07ZLF
MEA z 33. n 8 fMI t,!I M 5? j1.XM1J 25F1
LOAL)/Fr'E3$'lJFS FOR AFT 0 0 F:
tEA a 4 06.0~7 A cIWIJI 0. 54 1A XIMi.)M 11 7
PRESS!J? F S4TI-:TIGS FOR APT SKIRT
M--AN 14..96 41INIM!JM' .44 NAXIMH1M 44.31
71
Q 1A - . - 0 ON DiT I1)01' JM MR.Y
'y . 11 CT :-RS EC U I rI NV ~E L 031T Y
1%3 MOINTc C!11r'LO TR IALS
OtAMaGE CONOITION NUMIFP, OF P"I OP,









'UM HE, OF LA UINC'HfS FfO I. 'CH 4ONTH
JAN -- 42 FE1 -- 41 -- 4-- 4
MAY -- 41 JU'I -- 4_ JUL -- 4 AUG -- 41
SEP -- 42 OCT -- 4? NOJ -- p41 C -- 4?
73
IMPACT ANtGL (P 0IAS) F STEPS OF .05 P 1OqTLITY
-. 13u -. 1321 -. 1236 -.1140
-. 09; -. 7 2 -. 0665 -. 5?i
-.0234 -. C08C .0115 .c!88
.0 446 . 62 .j41 .0972
.1123 .1 28 .1319 .1373





NINETY NINE PF?CFNT .1386
74
HORIZONTAL IMPACT VELO ITY (I/S) FOr? ST PS OF .5 PROOnSILITY
1.25d 2.1415 2.7F57 . 2693
3.7242 4. 37Q 4.4671 5. P25
5.4 , 3 5."t16 6.324 F.9453
7.4 64 6. '3C .. 756 .6570
1L.543 3 I. 6154 1S.11 7 15.26 7
MINI;!U ' VALUE .227
MAXIM VALUE I q. 1211
MEAN 6.7 61
SI GNA 3.7?07
,ItE f) I AN 5. Y,86
NINETY NINE PERCENT 15.9673
75
JERTICAL I JFAT I-OrtTY C(MIz F'. 'T-P7 0F7 .C3 P-?O t I~t3ILTTY
19. F.-167 20 C 4?f-3145
M.AXIMUV VALIIF 2 . r ? Al
.11 E A I 1?1. 2 55')i
4VOIW?1J2,7
NINETY NINr Pf-Ri FNT 2.3.7105
76
HOOP ;-IOMFNT ON fASEF (IN-L f N)) F0O'. 'IzPS OF .. 5 PRO A ILTY
5557 57C4 5 3 5 13
604C 6123 6?5- 5376
652 65 866 70 r
72?0 744q 7797 ,165
d 2C ? 1 2 1 12?'6





NINETY M NE PE CENT 12755
77
HOOP 1OMENr CIPAPILITY ) Fn. ST -S OF .05 PROIAIILITY
1C229 13742 10'91 11145
li ?9 4 113 c 115 C 3 116,3
117J2 114i 4 11927 t2 41
12137 17?12 12304 12435






NINETY NINE PFzCFNT 13473
78
TCRIAL 9ESI!N VFLOCTTY 3.5 0 ~FTE /SFC
LOAD STATISTICS FO? MAX. SLAPDOWN-NOT JSEn
F-I N C. I qIii1 . MAXI J .
HOOP >"1OMENT F)R, MAXIMt!jM SL P0 OWN
tIEAN 7417.0' MINJI'41 Il 5363.39 MAXI MUM 15760.%4
LOAD ,IATl T ;ICS FOR PEAK ACrFLE.ATIOM,
MIEAN 12708 .59 INT II 5767. 4 . AXIM M ?363.1
P RES",U A: ; IT'TICS FO MAYIMU"J SUM'E~,EI
MPAN 13.23 MINTM'IM 3. 5 MAXTWIM 1*.
PRESSULE STIT ICS FOR FOrWARD SKIRT
1ME N 55.11 1INI' UI 43.94 !MAYI MJt- 102.83
THROAT SATISTICS FOP N3ZZL
:E An 43 C.85 11 I! TMI "UJ i544.13 MAXI MU P1 5793 .5
LOAD/P ESSURTS FO: AFT DOME
FIEAN 136.3" MINI1MU 1C1.77 MAXI MU1 186.56
PRESSURF SATISTICS FOR AFT SKIRT
MEAN £.71 M NIM! I . MXI MU 35 .'4
79
OA94A-E roNDTrIONI SUM11ARY
3 M.FYFRSS'-C ['ESIGJ~ VFLlr'IT'Y
' V MONTE CAC10 T' I AL "
DATIAGE CONlIT ION N4UM3EO OF P 'h'n. OF
NO DAMAGEi




AFT 00!1E 4q7 .9043
AF] SKIRT
80
NUMBER OF L!iUNr HES FO? EAC'I MONT4'
JIN -- 4 FER -- t -- 42 ? -- 4
MAY -- 41 JUN -- 42 JUL -- 42 1Ur -- 41
SEP -- 42 OCT -- 4? NOV -- 41 OFC -- 4?
81
VERTICAL IMPCT VFLOrIlY (M/') " STEPS OF .25 FRO~LILTY
27.5 2 ?.3 589 2? .7 7 ' 29. 111 )
29.4221 29.6420 ?.TP677 33.0658
3C.2455 30.42 7 30.6393 3C.8b~1
31.% 64 31.32q3 31.5151 31. 7499






NINETY NI3C PRCET 34.1q92
82
HOOP MOMENT 0,i CASE (TN-L9/IN)) FOR FTFPS DF .05 PrOfABILITY
5551 1711 52 3 ) 597P
65 7 7  6105 5315 6477
6654 6793 6'93 7131
7335 757P 7nr7 .347






NINETY NINE PEROFNT 13263
83
HOUP MOMENT CAP ,TLITY ) FO , ,,TEPS OF .n5 PPOR Ab LITY
1 35,- 11566 11i52 111 6
11364 114l 115 5 1 Ie ?
11 .. iC 3 11'-4 12C72
1217,- 127?4 12'31 124?3
1251 1?6 7C 1?P7 13311
MINI U," VILUE 96 7




NINETY NIINE PERrENT 13437
84
TERMIAL ESIi N V:LOCITY "3 .7, '4ETE OS/I FC
LOAD STATISTICS FOR MAX. SLP)OON-NOT USED
MEAN 0. 4I IllUM '! J f
HOOP MOMENT FO; "!AXIMUM SLC801OIN
!EAN 7393.9 1 lII"U 137?.64 AYI JM t1715. 9
LOAD STATISTICS FOn PTAK ACCELEFATION
MEAN 21261.03 MINIMUM 771.33 MAXI mMJ 4222. 
PRESSUR7 SATISTICS FOR MAXIMJ'M StIIafWENCe
MEAN 16.52 INIT'4 4.70 M XI U M 25.15
PRESSIURE SATISTTCS c"O FORWARD SKT
AtEAN 54.55 lIl!J'4UJ 4 .55 MAXIMJ' 12.51
THROAT SATISTICS FOR NJZZLE
MIEAN 7111.87 MIMlTIMU:I 4725.51 MA XIMUM 9r 2.54
LOAD/PRESSURiES FOR W-FT tOME
MEAN 202.81 IINIUM 143.75 M AXI M 259.25
PRESSURF SATISTICS FOR AFT SKIRT
MEAN 2.65 MINIMUM 
. MAXI MIM 26.5M
85
OAAA51- i'OOTION~ Sl.P4M rRY
4 i 49FTE' §/;E~r nfl'zGN VFLO:,ITY
5)3. MO ITE MMi~L T IALS
0AMAGE r ON"IITION ']U-M13ER IP7 c'~ 09 O









t,.UB.Lr,,' OF L .t.,!H!- FS F',. E CH ONTH
JN -- FE -- 41 a -- 4? 1 ? -- 4?
MAY -- 41 JUI -- 4? JUL -- 42 AUG -- 41
SFP -- 42 OCT -- 4? NOV -- 41 PEG -- 42
87
VE4,TlTCAL JA1P'ACT VELO-Ily (-1/S) -n -TFP-- :)F .'5 OF!3ILTTY
35 b)" .a7 1'7.F 2L.7 37.,5 'E
MINIUl JALUr- 34. 59 11
1-1A XILJ 'A V AL LUF 4.3 7
m 1 Af 1.* 774+J
NItNtTY NIkE PFROCFNT 44.555
88
HOOP MOMHET 1 CASE (IN-L;TN)) FO. STEFS OF .05 RnPUB3TLITY
5523 .726 535i 5 1;5
6075 617K 6 356 6484
6595 665 6 1 710
7343 7565 74 2 1TC2
8862 O 10 1 34 1915
MINIUM VALIE ,30 3






HOOP uJ);EI T C. AFITLITV ) Fr SFEPS ? .n5 P'OlABILITY
10G57 1S69 tl]F3 11229
11359 11455 11553 116 r-6
11772 11163 11 474 12040
12145 12246 12347 1 ?447
12 60 , 1. ?7 64 12 36 1 J333
MININJ I JALUE 9C 13




NINETY IINE PERCENT 13457
90
REFUPISHEIT COST SUMARY
DESIGN VEL. 21.3 COST (/SRR) 1211.30.0
DESIGN JEL. 30.50 COrT ($/SP)) 15626.C
DESIGN 'EL. 39.70 COST (./SR ) 1?34618.0
91
